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GENERAL OUTLINE

1. The last fifteen years have seen significant advancements in communications technology and changes to industry structure, practices and consumer behaviour. While the tools available to national security and law enforcement agencies in the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (the TIA Act) have been extremely successful in investigating, prosecuting and preventing serious criminal offences (including murder, sexual assault, kidnapping, drug trafficking, money laundering and fraud) and activities that threaten national security, the value of these tools is being undermined by the level of change in the telecommunications environment.

2. Serious and organised criminals and persons seeking to harm Australia’s national security, routinely use telecommunications service providers and communications technology to plan and to carry out their activities. Some activities, including child pornography, are predominantly executed through communications devices such as phones and computers. The TIA Act provides a framework for national security and law enforcement agencies to access the information held by communications providers that agencies need to investigate criminal offences and other activities that threaten safety and security.

3. A critical tool available under the TIA Act is access to telecommunications data. Telecommunications data is information about a communication, such as the phone numbers of the people who called each other, how long they talked to each other, the e-mail address from which a message was sent and the time the message was sent. Data is often the first source of lead information for further investigations, helping to eliminate potential suspects and to support applications for more privacy intrusive investigative tools including search warrants and interception warrants.

4. The global nature of the telecommunications industry and market and the development and growth of new technologies have created a rapid increase in new telecommunications services, changed business practices (including subscription rather than transaction based billing) and encouraged the adoption of new corporate models. All of these factors are diminishing traditional business requirements for retaining telecommunications data.

5. Currently, the TIA Act does not specify any types of data the telecommunications industry should retain for law enforcement and national security purposes or how long that information should be held. In lieu of any standardisation, individual carriers retain information based on business, taxation, billing and marketing requirements meaning there are significant variations across the telecommunications industry in the types of data available to law enforcement and national security agencies and the period of time that information is available. Agencies have publicly identified the lack of availability of data as a key and growing impediment to the ability to investigate and to prosecute serious offences.

6. On 24 June 2013 the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (the PJCIS) handed down its report entitled Report of the Inquiry into Potential Reforms of Australia’s National Security Legislation. As part of that Inquiry the Committee considered
whether a mandatory data retention scheme should be introduced. In the Inquiry Report the PJCIS noted a diversity of views amongst Committee members and made several recommendations about what a mandatory data scheme should include if implemented. The Committee also made a number of recommendations about other aspects of the TIA Act.

7. The Bill will give effect to several of the PJCIS’ recommendations including:

- Mandatory data retention will only apply to telecommunications data (not content) and internet browsing is explicitly excluded (Recommendation 42)
- Mandatory data retention will be reviewed by the PJCIS three years after its commencement (Recommendation 42)
- The Commonwealth Ombudsman will oversight the mandatory data retention scheme and more broadly the exercise of law enforcement agencies’ exercise of powers under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act (Recommendations 4 and 42), and
- Confining agencies’ use of, and access to, telecommunications data through refined access arrangements, including a ministerial declaration scheme based on demonstrated investigative or operational need (Recommendation 13).

8. This Bill will amend the TIA Act to standardise the types of telecommunications data that service providers must retain under the TIA Act and the period of time for which that information must be held.

9. Accessing content, or the substance of a communication (for instance, the message written in an e-mail, the discussion between two parties to a phone call, the subject line of an e-mail or a private social media post), without the knowledge of the person making the communication is highly privacy intrusive and under the TIA Act can only occur under an interception or stored communications warrant, or in limited other circumstances such as in a life-threatening emergency. Interception is subject to significant limitations, oversight and reporting obligations. None of these arrangements are affected by this Bill.

10. While telecommunications data is less privacy intrusive than content, law enforcement and national security agencies can only access data where a case can be made that this information is reasonably necessary to an investigation. This Bill will further strengthen privacy protections in the TIA Act in relation to data by limiting the types of enforcement agencies that can access telecommunications data.

11. Currently any authority or body that enforces a criminal law, a law imposing a pecuniary penalty or a law that protects the public revenue is an ‘enforcement agency’ under the TIA Act and can seek telecommunications data where that access complies with the requirements set out in Chapter 4 of the TIA Act. In 2012-2013 data was accessed by around 80 Commonwealth, State and Territory agencies with criminal law or revenue protection functions.

12. The Bill will require that bodies who are not a ‘criminal law enforcement agency’ for the purposes of the TIA Act must be declared by the Minister to be an ‘enforcement agency’ before they can authorise the disclosure of telecommunications data. These amendments will ensure that only authorities and bodies with a demonstrated need to have telecommunications information can authorise the disclosure of this information. These
amendments are consistent with Recommendation 5 of the PJCIS Report that the number of agencies able to access telecommunications data be reduced.

13. The Bill will further enhance privacy protections by introducing an independent oversight mechanism for access to data by law enforcement agencies. Under these provisions the Commonwealth Ombudsman will, for the first time, have the power to inspect the records of enforcement agencies to ensure that agencies are complying with their obligations under the TIA Act. The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security (IGIS) currently oversees and will continue to oversee access to telecommunications data by the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO).

14. The Bill will also amend Chapter 3 of the TIA Act to limit the availability of stored communications warrants in Part 3-3 of the TIA Act to ‘criminal law-enforcement agencies’. Currently, any authority or body that is an ‘enforcement agency’ can apply for a stored communications warrant under Part 3-3. The Bill will limit this power to interception agencies and other law enforcement agencies with a demonstrated need for such information. A restricted definition recognises that text messages and e-mails stored on a phone or other communications device are more akin to content than data and should be subject to greater privacy protection than communications data.

FINANCIAL IMPACT

15. The Bill will have financial impacts on service providers who will be required to meet the new minimum data retention obligations. A sample of affected service providers that cover the vast majority of services offered in Australia were consulted on the development of the policy and the regulatory impacts of the Bill.
STATEMENT OF COMPATIBILITY WITH HUMAN RIGHTS

Prepared in accordance with Part 3 of the Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act 2011

Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Amendment (Data Retention) Bill 2014

1. This Bill is compatible with the human rights and freedoms recognised or declared in the international instruments listed in section 3 of the Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act 2011.

Overview of the Bill

2. The Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Amendment (Data Retention) Bill 2014 (Bill) will amend the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (TIA Act) and the Telecommunications Act 1997 (Telecommunications Act) to introduce a statutory obligation for telecommunications service providers to retain for two years telecommunications data prescribed by regulations.

3. The proposed data retention obligation will require telecommunications service providers to retain prescribed telecommunications data, being information about a communication, as distinct from its content. The Bill will amend the TIA Act to prescribe the types of telecommunications data that may be prescribed by regulation of the purposes of the data retention obligation.

4. Telecommunications data, including subscriber information, is currently kept by service providers for billing, quality assurance and other business purposes. However, the evolution of business models associated with Internet Protocol (IP) convergence has led to less telecommunications data being created by and/or held on service provider systems. Consequently, there is an associated decrease in the availability of certain types of information that would assist law enforcement and intelligence agencies with their investigations.

5. The purpose of the Bill is to require service providers to retain a strictly defined subset of telecommunications data produced in the course of providing telecommunications services. This will ensure the availability of a specified range of basic telecommunications data for law enforcement and national security purposes. Telecommunications data is central to virtually every counter-terrorism, organised crime, counter-espionage and cyber-security investigation, as well as almost every serious criminal investigation, such as murder, rape and kidnapping. Telecommunications data is increasingly important to Australia’s law enforcement and national security agencies, allowing agencies to determine how and with whom a person has been communicating. Access to telecommunications data also infringes less on personal privacy compared to other covert investigative methods as it does not include the content or substance of the communication.

6. Access to telecommunications data has proven to be a critical tool for security and enforcement law agencies, providing both intelligence and evidence when identifying and prosecuting offenders. Telecommunications data provides agencies with an irrefutable method of tracing all telecommunications from end-to-end. It can also be used to demonstrate an association between two or more people, prove that two or more people
communicated at a particular time (such as before the commission of an alleged offence), or exclude a person from further inquiry. The attrition of data will have a deleterious impact on law enforcement agencies' intelligence and evidence gathering capabilities. In June 2013 the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (PJCIS) concluded that telecommunications industry changes are resulting in ‘an actual degradation of the investigative capabilities of the national security agencies, which is likely to accelerate in future’. A European investigation provides an example of the difference data retention can make—in a major Europol child exploitation investigation UK investigators, with the advantage of retained data, identified 240 out of 371 suspects in their jurisdiction (almost 65%) securing 121 convictions; Germany on the other hand, without data retention, identified less than 2% (7 out of 377 suspects) and convicted none.

7. Access to historical data and analysis of inter-linkages with other data sources is vital to both reactive investigations into serious crime and the development of proactive intelligence on organised criminal activity and matters affecting national security. In 2012 the Queensland Crime and Misconduct Commission (now the Crime and Corruption Commission) stated that more than one-fifth of all of their investigations were being undermined by telecommunications data not being kept. In 2014 the Australian Federal Police (AFP) revealed that it could not identify more than one-third of all suspects in a current, major child exploitation investigation, because the telecommunications data is not available.

8. The data retention measures contained in the Bill will ensure the retention of the basic telecommunications data that is essential to support Australian law enforcement and security agencies in the performance of their functions.

9. The Bill will also amend the TIA Act to bolster the privacy protections associated with the access to, and use of, telecommunications data. It will achieve this by limiting the agencies which may authorise access to telecommunications data, and by providing that agencies’ access to, and use of, telecommunications data will be subject to comprehensive oversight by the Commonwealth Ombudsman.

10. Notably, the measures contained in the Bill do not increase or otherwise modify the powers of Australian agencies in relation to access to the content of communications.

Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security recommendations on data retention

11. In its Report entitled Report of the Inquiry into Potential Reforms of Australia’s National Security Legislation, the PJCIS noted that there was a diversity of views within the Committee as to whether there should be a mandatory data retention regime. The PJCIS observed that whether there should be a mandatory data retention regime was ultimately a decision for Government. However, if the Government was persuaded that a mandatory data retention regime should proceed, provided guidance on the particulars of a data retention regime, including that:

- any mandatory data retention regime should apply only to ‘metadata’ and exclude content
- the controls on access to communications data remain the same as under the current regime
• internet browsing data should be explicitly excluded

• in the absence of existing provisions enabling agencies to retain data for a longer period of time, data retained under a new regime should be for no more than two years, and

• an independent audit function be established within an appropriate agency to ensure that communications content is not stored by telecommunications service providers and oversight of agencies’ access to telecommunications data by the Ombudsmen and the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security (recommendation 42).

12. The proposed data retention scheme is consistent with the majority of the PJCIS’s recommendations in relation to any telecommunications data retention obligation.

13. The proposed data retention scheme recognises that the ability to lawfully access telecommunications data held by telecommunications service providers is a vital tool for agencies. Criminals and persons engaged in activities prejudicial to security use the full range of modern telecommunications services to communicate, and coordinate and manage their activities. The availability of encrypted services is also impacting on the utility of access to telecommunications content, making telecommunications data an increasingly valuable investigative tool.

14. The utility of access to telecommunications data is clearly demonstrated in its ability to provide critical evidence and intelligence in terrorist and other criminal prosecutions. There is a risk that if the Government does not imminently address the issue of data attenuation there will be a serious decline in this important investigative capability, and the effectiveness of national security and law enforcement agencies across the nation to prevent or detect serious crime and safeguard national security will be seriously impacted. In addition to being broadly consistent with the PCJIS’s views on parameters for a data retention regime, the proposed scheme is reasonable and proportionate to the law enforcement and national security aims to be supported by limiting the retention obligations to categories of data critically required by law enforcement and intelligence agencies to investigate and solve crime and to protect national security. The scheme is also bolstered by refinements to data access arrangements and a new oversight regime, providing important safeguards further contributing towards providing a reasonable and proportional response to the challenges of declining availability of telecommunications data for law enforcement and security purposes.

Overview of Schedules

15. Schedule 1 will require providers of telecommunications services to retain telecommunications data associated with a communication specified in subsection 187A(1) for a period of two years (section 187C). Proposed paragraph 187A(1)(a) provides that the data to be retained is to be prescribed by regulation. The use of regulations to prescribe the details of data to be retained facilitates the prescription of the necessary technical detail to provide clarity to telecommunications service providers about their data retention obligations while remaining sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid and significant future changes in communications technology. Proposed subsection 187A(2) limits the range of data that may be prescribed to specified categories, providing a limitation on the range of data types the regulations may prescribe for the retention obligation.
16. Proposed subsection 187A(4) will further limit the scope of the regulation making power so that operators of services cannot be required to keep information that is the content or substance of a communication, nor an address to which a communication was sent on the internet from a telecommunications device, or from which a communication was sent on the internet by a telecommunications device, using an internet access service. This limitation expressly provides that the regulation making power cannot be used to require service providers to retain information about subscribers’ web browsing history. While the detail of the dataset will be included in the supporting regulations, this Compatibility Statement addresses the data to be retained to the extent that the key attributes of retained data are reflected in this Bill.

17. Schedule 1 will also permit service providers to seek approval of data retention implementation plans, providing industry with the ability to seek endorsement of a strategy to achieve compliance with the data retention obligation over 18 months from the commencement of the obligation. The implementation period will allow industry to achieve compliance over an extended period.

18. The Schedule also permits service providers to seek an exemption from data retention obligations. The exemption framework complements and sits alongside the implementation plan framework, providing further flexibility to ensure data retention obligations may be qualified to the extent appropriate having regard to national security and law enforcement considerations and the objects of the Telecommunications Act 1997.

19. Under the exemption framework, the Communications Access Coordinator (the CAC) will be able to exempt service providers from being required to:

- retain telecommunications data at all,
- retain specified telecommunications data in respect of one or more types of telecommunications services,
- retain specified telecommunications data for the full retention period

20. Schedule 1 will provide for the enforcement of the data retention scheme by making the data retention obligation and compliance with any implementation plan civil penalty provisions under the Telecommunications Act 1997.

21. Schedule 2 will limit the range of agencies that are able to access telecommunications data and stored communications.
22. The Bill will amend the TIA Act to provide that only criminal law-enforcement agencies are able to access stored communications (and to require the preservation of stored communications). Criminal law-enforcement agencies will be defined to mean:

- interception agencies (Commonwealth, State and Territory police and anti-corruption agencies) that are able to obtain warrants to intercept communications under the TIA Act;
- the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service (Customs);
- authorities or bodies declared by the Minister as criminal law-enforcement agencies.

23. Proposed subsection 110A(4) will require that in making a determination the Minister have regard to the functions of the body in relation to serious contraventions, the assistance accessing stored communications would have in investigating those contraventions, the extent to which the body is required to comply with relevant privacy frameworks and oversight arrangements.

24. The measures contained in Schedule 2 will similarly reduce the range of agencies that are able to access telecommunications data to ‘enforcement agencies’, being:

- criminal law-enforcement agencies; and
- authorities or bodies that have been declared by the Minister as enforcement agencies, where the agencies satisfy certain criteria which operational and investigative practices evince a clear and genuine need to access historical telecommunications data for their investigations.

25. Proposed subsection 176A(4) will require that in considering whether to make a declaration, the Minister must have regard to:

- the functions of the body in relation to the enforcement of the criminal law; administering of a law imposing a pecuniary penalty or relating to the protection of public revenue; the assistance accessing telecommunications data would provide in performing those functions; the extent to which the body is required to comply with relevant privacy frameworks; and oversight arrangements.

26. The limitations on who may access stored communications and telecommunications data are complemented by enhanced oversight through a comprehensive Commonwealth Ombudsman oversight model (Schedule 3).

27. Schedule 3 specifies record-keeping, reporting, oversight and accountability requirements relating to agencies’ use of, and access to, telecommunications data. Specifically, the Bill will:

- extend the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s remit to facilitate independent oversight of agency compliance with powers exercised under Chapter 3 (stored communications) and Chapter 4 (access to telecommunications data) of the TIA Act, and
- prescribe detailed reporting obligations in relation to access to stored communications and telecommunications data to assess agency compliance with the statutory scheme.
28. Schedule 3 provides support for the Ombudsman oversight role by criminalising circumstances where a person fails to comply with a request to attend before an inspecting officer, to give information or to answer questions from the Ombudsman in relation to compliance by the agency with the provisions relating to access to telecommunications data, and, in relation to a criminal law enforcement agency, in relation to access to stored communications. The Bill will also create a mirror offence to support the Ombudsman in oversight of the interception of communications. The penalty for these offences is 6 months imprisonment.

Human rights implications

29. The Bill engages the following human rights:

- protection against arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy contained in Article 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
- the right to a fair trial, the right to minimum guarantees in criminal proceedings and the presumption of innocence contained in Article 14 of the ICCPR
- protection of the right to freedom of expression contained in Article 19 of the ICCPR, and
- the right to life and the right to security of the person contained in Articles 6 and 9 of the ICCPR (respectively).

Right to protection against arbitrary or unlawful interferences with privacy—Article 17 of the ICCPR

30. The Bill engages the right to protection against arbitrary and unlawful interferences with privacy in Article 17 of the ICCPR. Article 17 of the ICCPR provides that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with their privacy, family, home or correspondence.

31. The use of the term ‘arbitrary’ means that any interference with privacy must be in accordance with the provisions, aims and objectives of the ICCPR and should be reasonable in the particular circumstances. The United Nations Human Rights Committee has interpreted ‘reasonableness’ to imply that any limitation must be proportionate and necessary in the circumstances.

32. The right to privacy under Article 17 can be permissibly limited in order to achieve a legitimate objective and where the limitations are lawful and not arbitrary. In order for an interference with the right to privacy to be permissible, the interference must be authorised by law, be for a reason consistent with the ICCPR and be reasonable in the particular circumstances. The United Nations Human Rights Committee has interpreted the requirement of ‘reasonableness’ to imply that any interference with privacy must be proportionate to a legitimate end and be necessary in the circumstances of any given case.

33. In this case, the legitimate end is the protection of national security, public safety, addressing crime, and protecting the rights and freedoms of by requiring the retention of a basic set of communications data required to support relevant investigations.
34. The Bill permissibly limits an individual’s privacy in correspondence (telecommunications) in a way which is reasonable and proportionate by circumscribing the types of telecommunications data that are to be retained by service providers to the essential categories of data required to advance criminal and security investigations, permitting access to telecommunications data only in circumstances prescribed by existing provisions in the TIA Act and moreover reducing the range of agencies who may access data under those provisions.

35. To the extent that the right to privacy is impinged, the interference corresponds to a ‘pressing social need’, that is, the need for law enforcement agencies to effectively investigate and prosecute crime. The limitation is proportionate because the measures are precisely directed to the legitimate aim being pursued. Rather than requiring retention of a broad range of telecommunications data, the Bill expressly limits the data to be retained to certain types, and moreover excludes data representing a greater level of intrusion.

36. The provisions of the Bill engage the right to privacy in the following manner:

37. **Schedule 1**: The introduction of a regime whereby service providers must retain a specifically defined set of telecommunications data for a two year period engages the right to privacy. The regime requires that service providers retain and store data, which includes subscriber information, some of which may constitute personal information for the purposes of the *Privacy Act 1998* (the Privacy Act).

38. The Bill also includes a mechanism for the Communications Access Coordinator (the CAC) to exempt a service provider from some or all of the mandatory data retention requirements, with or without conditions or qualifications, either entirely, in respect of a specified kind of service or in relation to the retention period.

39. **Schedules 2 and 3**: Reduce the number and range of agencies that may access telecommunications data and extending the remit of the Ombudsman to oversight law enforcement agency compliance with the framework for access to, and use of, telecommunications data under Chapter 4 of the TIA Act. Schedules 2 and 3 also extend and enhance the Ombudsman’s oversight of law enforcement agencies’ access to, and use of, stored communications. These amendments promote protection from unlawful and arbitrary interference with privacy by ensuring that access to data only occurs in confined circumstances as dictated by operational need and that the ability to become an agency who may access telecommunications data is closely circumscribed and subject to parliamentary disallowance. Protection from unlawful and arbitrary interference is likewise promoted by the conferral of an oversight role on the Ombudsman. The prospect of review and accountability provides a strong and positive incentive for strict compliance, thereby supporting privacy protection and obviating against unlawful or arbitrary interference with this right.

**Schedule 1—Data retention obligations and mandatory dataset**

40. **Schedule 1** will amend the TIA Act to create a requirement for service providers to retain certain types of telecommunications data prescribed by regulation for two years. The framework allows service providers to seek exemptions for the requirement from the Communications Access Co-ordinator, supporting providers to not retain data in respect of telecommunications services that may be of lesser relevance to law and security purposes. The ability to grant exemptions provides a further mechanism to minimise privacy intrusion.
through the retention of telecommunications data having regard to the interests of law enforcement and national security.

41. Proposed section 187A of the Bill requires that service providers retain prescribed information or documents in relation to the use of their services. Proposed subsection 187A(2) limits the types of information that may be prescribed to information relating to subscribers to a service, the characteristics of an account or device relating to a service, the source, destination and timing of a communication, the type of communication and the location of a device used in connection with a communication. Details of the data falling within these circumscribed classes will be contained in regulations.

42. The legislative requirement for providers to store the telecommunications data in relation to its services engages the right to protection against arbitrary and unlawful interference with privacy. The specification of the types of data that may be prescribed serves to minimise the privacy impacts associated with the storage of telecommunications data, ensuring that only narrow categories of telecommunications data necessary for the investigation of serious criminal offences and national security threats are retained. In summary, privacy and other rights-based implications are minimised because:

(1) the data that may be prescribed for retention is confined in ambit so that only non-content data which is critical to initiating or furthering law enforcement investigations is required to be retained;

(2) the data retention regime is supported by new Commonwealth Ombudsman oversight of agency access to and use of telecommunication data, coupled with existing statutory obligations under the Privacy Act in relation to privacy protections and accountability standards for service providers in relation to customers’ personal information, consistent with contemporary community expectations; and

(3) the scheme will be reviewed three years after the conclusion of the implementation phase of the obligation, providing an opportunity for further Parliamentary scrutiny of the proportionality and effectiveness of the response and impact on privacy.

Security and destruction of retained data

43. The Bill contains a range of safeguards to ensure that the rights of individuals, in particular the privacy rights of individual telecommunications users, are protected. The right to privacy is permissibly limited and the limitation is reasonable, necessary and proportionate to a legitimate aim.

44. Telecommunications service providers currently retain, store and destroy a wide range of telecommunications data for their own purposes and to comply with other legislative obligations. Accordingly, service providers already have arrangements for the storage and protection of this information consistent with their existing data protection obligations under the Privacy Act or state/territory equivalent legislation. The Australian Privacy Principles (APPs) in the Privacy Act apply to personal information held by regulated entities, including service providers that will be required to retain data in accordance with the provisions of the Bill.

45. Telecommunications data covered by the retention scheme may, in some circumstances, constitute personal information and, as such be subject to the protections set
out in the APPs. The Privacy Act and proposed Telecommunications Sector Security Reforms (TSSR)\(^1\) will, in combination, require service providers to do their best to prevent unauthorised access to and unauthorised interference with retained telecommunications data. In addition, the Privacy Commissioner will continue to have oversight of carriers’ collection and retention of personal information under the Bill where service providers are subject to the Privacy Act, including the ability to conduct assessments to ensure compliance with the APPs.

46. The privacy implications associated with the increased volume of data which may be generated by the mandatory dataset arrangements are mitigated by the existing statutory obligations on service providers to ensure the quality and/or correctness of any personal information (APP 10) and to keep personal information secure (APP 11) as well as in relation to destruction of personal information. Telecommunications service providers currently retain information of the type which is being contemplated under the data retention scheme for their own functions and purposes, including billing customers.

47. To the extent that some service providers may not be required to comply with the APPs, retained data would be subject to the same security standards as other data on a service providers’ network. This would include the application of technical and organisational measures to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the retained data to ensure that the retained data can only be accessed by authorised personnel.

48. Further, service providers which are non-APP entities are subject to the data protection obligations contained in Part 13 of the Telecommunications Act. Under section 309 of the Telecommunications Act, the Information Commissioner oversees compliance by telecommunications providers with Part 13 of that Act. This includes monitoring the record-keeping of service providers and ensuring that the grounds for disclosures under Part 13 are recorded by service providers and authorised by the Telecommunications Act and the TIA Act.

The prescribed dataset

49. Proposed section 187A sets out the types of information and documents that service providers may be required to retain in accordance with the proposed mandatory data retention obligation. While the detail of the dataset will be provided in supporting regulations, this Compatibility Statement examines rights engaged by a mandatory data regime having regard to the type of data which it is envisaged would form part of the data set enumerated in proposed section 187A.

50. **Paragraph 187A(2)(a)—subscriber of the relevant service and accounts, telecommunications devices and other relevant services relating to the relevant service:** Information regarding the subscriber of a relevant service is information that is critical for linking the identity of a person to the use of a relevant service. Information about accounts, telecommunications devices and other relevant services relating to the relevant service

---

\(^1\) The Privacy Act sets out the circumstances in which a carrier or carriage service provider (C/CSP) may use or disclose personal information, and sets out detailed requirements that must be met before a C/CSP may disclose personal information outside Australia. The Telecommunications and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 will implement TSSR, and involves introducing a new obligation on C/CSPs to do their best to prevent unauthorised access and unauthorised interference to telecommunications networks and facilities, including where a C/CSP outsources functions.
likewise provide basic and essential information about the subscription to and use of a relevant service.

51. The information covered by paragraph 187(2)(a) is essential for any investigation involving communications made from a service, as it enables investigating authorities to establish the details of who is involved in making a communication. This type of information is already broadly retained by service providers as part of general customer records for up to 7 years.

52. The retention of this data category is reasonable, proportionate and necessary in fulfilment of the legitimate aim of ensuring law enforcement and intelligence agencies have the investigative tools to safeguard national security and prevent or detect serious and organised crime. In the absence of the retention of this type of information, it may be exceedingly difficult or impossible to determine who has made a communication of interest. Subscriber information provides the critical link between communications and the subscriber to the service. Without this basic information, agencies may be unable to commence an investigation, as it can otherwise be impossible to link a suspect communication to a particular subscriber, thereby providing no avenues to further investigations. This is particularly the case in relation to crime types making extensive use of telecommunications in their perpetration, for example the distribution of child pornography. It is notable that subscriber data, as the predominant data category which would be generated through the collection of customer information, raises relatively fewer privacy implications than traffic and location data comparators.

53. **Paragraph 187A(2)(b)—the source of a communication:** This category covers the identifier or combination of identifiers which are used by the service provider to describe the account, service and/or device from which a successful or attempted communication is sent. An example of such an identifier is a telephone number. The source of a communication is critical for the purpose of the investigation, detection and prosecution of serious crime and security threats, providing clear identification of the origin of communications relevant to investigations.

54. **Paragraph 187A(2)(c)—the destination of a communication:** This category covers identifiers of an account to which a communication is sent. An example of such an identifier is the telephone number dialled when making a telephone call. The retention of telecommunications data regarding the destination of a communication (such as telephone numbers and e-mail addresses) is necessary in order to connect a communication of interest to the particular telecommunications service being used to send or receive this communication. This information can then assist with determining the subscribers who sent or received relevant communications. If providers of telecommunications services did not retain this telecommunications information, there is a real risk that agencies would not be able to determine with whom a person has been communicating, providing important information on linkages and connections of investigative significance and which are critical to advance inquiries into criminality and security threats.

55. Under proposed paragraph 187A(4)(b), the retention obligation is explicitly expressed to exclude the retention of destination web address identifiers, such as destination internet Protocol (IP) addresses or uniform resource locators (URLs). This exception is intended to ensure that providers of internet access services are not required to engage in session logging, which may otherwise fall within the scope of the destination of a communication.
56. **Paragraph 187A(2)(d)—the date, time and duration of a communication:** This category covers the time at which it occurred and its duration. Using this information, agencies can link the time of a communication with events associated with the communication. This information is also critical to linking a communication to a particular subscriber, as the source of a communication can change over time, requiring the time of the communication in order to identify its sender.

57. The retention of this data category is reasonable, proportionate and necessary as it constitutes information that can help inculpate or exculpate an individual associated with a communication, and is also valuable in tracing the steps of a missing person who has been using a communications service before or during the time they are missing. An agency’s ability to investigate these matters will be significantly limited if providers of telecommunications services do not retain this information. The data covered by this item is also critical because communications may now travel over multiple networks and service providers. As such, time-calibrated information about a communication needs to be sufficiently precise to enable agencies to develop an accurate picture of a particular communication.

58. **Paragraph 187A(2)(e)—the type of communication:** This category covers the type of service used, including the type of access network or service or application service. Data which identifies the type of communication is necessary for understanding what telecommunications service has been used to send the communication.

59. **Paragraph 187A(2)(f)—the location of the line, equipment or telecommunications device:** This category covers information which identifies equipment used in connection with a communication.

60. Information on the location of telecommunications equipment can be of significant utility to law enforcement and national security investigations. Location information is often retained in records which form a part of a customer’s billing.

61. The potential privacy impacts associated with the retention of information which determines the location of equipment has been minimised in the Bill. The Bill provides that two or more communications that together constitute a single communications session, such as an internet access session, are taken to constitute a single communications session. This limitation ensures that communications that may technically be achieved by a series of smaller communications, such as a download, are treated as a single communication, and through that ensuring that location information is limited to that overarching communication rather than its constituent components. Further, the Bill expressly provides that the obligation to keep location information is limited to location information used by the service provider to provide the relevant service. Accordingly, the obligation is limited to that required by the networks to effect a communication, but cannot extent to other location based information that a provider may hold.

62. Location-based data is valuable for identifying the location of a device at the time of a communication, providing both evidence linking the presence of a device to an event, or alternative providing indications that may exclude a person from further inquiry. This data may also be instructive in determining the location of a person who is reporting an emergency, or help with precursory steps towards identifying the locality of a missing person who has used a telecommunications device. Without this information being retained by
service providers, agencies’ abilities to investigate crimes, emergencies and missing person matters are substantially limited.

63. While service providers typically generate a wide range telecommunications data in the course of providing telecommunications services, the Bill further circumscribes the data retention obligation by excluding information that the service provider is required to delete pursuant to a Determination made under section 99 of the Telecommunications Act. This ensures that the limitation on the privacy of users of telecommunications services is proportionate to the legitimate outcome sought, that being the ability for Australian law enforcement and national security agencies to have the necessary telecommunications data to effectively carry out their investigations, and does not operate to require retention of a specific category of subscriber identification information required to be destroyed under specific existing protections.

64. Importantly, access to all telecommunications data (whether or not captured by the terms of the data set) is strictly reserved for specific purposes under the TIA Act. Enforcement agencies may only issue authorisations enabling access to data where it is ‘reasonably necessary’ for a legitimate investigation and must consider the privacy impact of accessing telecommunications data. ‘Reasonably necessary’ is not a low threshold. It will not be ‘reasonably necessary’ to access data if it is merely helpful or expedient. In relation to the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO), ASIO is subject to strict privacy and proportionality obligations under the Attorney-General’s Guidelines, made under paragraph 8(1)(a) of the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Act 1979, which relevantly requires that:

- any means used for obtaining information must be proportionate to the gravity of the threat posed and the probability of its occurrence,
- inquiries and investigations into individuals and groups should be undertaken using as little intrusion into individual privacy as is possible, consistent with the performance of ASIO’s functions, and
- wherever possible, the least intrusive techniques of information collection should be used before more intrusive techniques.

65. Notably, the limited telecommunications data the subject of the proposed data retention obligation is information about a communication—not the content or substance of a communication, such as the body and subject line of an e-mail or what you search for online. Agencies will continue to require a warrant to access the content of a communication.

EU Data Retention Directive

66. In the recent judgment of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) (Digital Rights Ireland Ltd and Ors (C-293/12) and Kärntner Landesregierung and Ors (C-594/12), 8 April 2014) the CJEU observed that legislation on the retention of telecommunications data ‘must lay down clear and precise rules governing the scope and application’ of the

---

measures in question, ‘imposing minimum safeguards so that the persons whose data have been retained have sufficient guarantees to effectively protect their personal data against risk of abuse and against any unlawful access and use of that data’ (at paragraphs 65-69).

67. The CJEU accepted that the objective of the EU Data Retention Directive, namely to contribute to the fight against terrorism and serious crime and to maintain public security, was a legitimate justification for interfering with the right to privacy. However, the CJEU considered that the extent of interference as set out in the Directive was disproportionate to those ends.

68. The CJEU considered that the conditions under which data could be retained should have been more closely defined in the Directive, and identified a range of conditions and safeguards which were not included in the Directive and which it considered should have been for human rights compatibility. In particular, the CJEU found that the Directive was not human rights compatible because it did not contain:

(a) any restrictions on the types of data retained—the Directive covered all persons, all means of electronic communications and all traffic data (paragraph 57)

(b) any conditions limiting the categories of data that is retained—for example limitations by geographical location, or by link to serious crime (paragraph 59)

(c) any objective criteria on access to data and its subsequent use, simply referring to ‘serious crime’ and did not restrict access to the purpose of preventing/detecting serious crime (paragraph 60)

(d) any requirement of prior review by a court or independent administrative body to determine the necessity of the request for the purposes of preventing or detecting serious crime (paragraph 62)

(e) any different retention periods for different types of traffic data, or any requirement that the retention period be based on objective criteria (paragraph 57), and

(f) sufficient safeguards for the protection of data, having regard to the quantity of data retained, the sensitive nature of the data, and the risk of unlawful access to the data (paragraph 66).

69. In relation to the scheme proposed in the Bill, the types of information that may be prescribed for retention are consistent with those identified in the Directive, but the proposed scheme provides a mechanism to provide clear and specific restrictions on the nature of the data to be retained by regulation (criteria (a)). The dataset does not apply indiscriminantly to all details of electronic communications to the extent that it does not require retention of all traffic data in its various permutations. In addition, the proposed obligation is explicitly expressed to exclude web-browsing history and to limit location information to that held by a carrier in connection with the provision of the service.

70. In relation to criteria (c) and (f), Schedules 2 and 3 introduce provisions to reduce the number of agencies who may access telecommunications data and implement new and comprehensive oversight of access to, and usage of, this data. This will be achieved by: amendments to the definition of ‘enforcement agency’ in section 5 of the TIA Act to confine its ambit; replacing the existing general descriptors of the types of agencies who may access
telecommunications data with a confined list, combined with a ministerial declaration scheme to ensure that any additions to the range of agencies is rigorously assessed against their functions, need for access to data, privacy protections and oversight arrangements; and providing independent oversight for agency access telecommunications data by extending the statutory remit of the Commonwealth Ombudsman to enable the Ombudsman to oversight agency use of, and access to, telecommunications data.

71. These new measures to countermand the risk of unlawful access to telecommunications data are also supported by continued application of existing privacy protection frameworks. In relation to criteria (d) the reduction in the number of agencies capable of accessing data and the introduction of a ministerial declaration scheme will ensure scrutiny of any extension to the agencies that may access telecommunications data. In relation to criteria (e), the measure caps the mandatory retention period of retention at two years. The retention period is based on objective determinants associated with the descriptive nature and confined classification of the data types which form the dataset. The retention period reflects international experience that, while the majority of requests for access to telecommunications data are for data that is less than 6 months old, certain types of investigations are characterised by a requirement to access to data up to 2 years old. These include complex investigations such as terrorism, financial crimes and organised criminal activity, serious sexual assaults, premeditated offences and transnational investigations. Against the particular context of the critical importance of telecommunications data in very serious crime types and security threats, the two year retention period provides a proportionate response to that environment.

**CAC exemption regime**

72. Proposed Division 3, Part 5-1A of the TIA Act provides for a mechanism for the CAC to grant an exemption to a service provider from some or all of the mandatory data retention obligations. The scheme will operate in a similar way to the existing exemption regime for interception capability provided for under section 192 of the TIA Act.

73. Under the data retention exemption scheme, a service provider may apply to the CAC for an exemption and the CAC would be required to make a decision on the application within a specified period. The exemption may also stipulate expiration dates or circumstances whereby the service provider must reapply for an exemption.

74. The CAC exemption facility indirectly strengthens the right to privacy of individual customers in that it provides a method of reducing data retention obligations, for example, in circumstances where the volume of data to be retained is disproportionate to the interests of law enforcement and national security.

**Review of data retention scheme**

75. A further important public accountability and transparency measure contained in the Bill is proposed section 187N which provides for a review of the data retention regime three years after the conclusion of the implementation phase. This responds to the PJCIS recommendation that ‘the effectiveness of the regime be reviewed by the PJCIS three years after its commencement.’ The data retention scheme will not be fully functional until at least two years after its commencement as industry begins to collect and retain the required data in accordance with the implementation arrangements. In addition, investigations and prosecutions span many years, and they provide the most effective barometer through which
the data retention scheme is best empirically assessed. Review three years after the conclusion of the implementation phase will provide both practical industry experience and a sound evidence base for considering the operation of the scheme.

Two year retention period

76. Proposed section 187C will provide that the data retention period for all classes of data subject to the scheme will be two years.

77. Law enforcement and national security agencies advise that a data retention period of two years is appropriate to support critical investigative capabilities. The proposed two year period draws on international experience in relation to the use and value of telecommunications data and achieves a balance between supporting the operational requirements of agencies and minimising privacy impacts associated with the retention of data. Experience under the former EU Data Retention Directive was that, while frequently data accessed by agencies was less than six months old, there was a higher requirement for data up to two years old for national security and complex criminal offences.

78. Data retention beyond the statutory retention period will continue to be governed by industry business needs, other legislated requirements (such as those relating to tax records), privacy protection obligations under Part 13 of the Telecommunications Act or the Privacy Act. The Bill will not prevent a provider from keeping records for these purposes.

Schedule 2—Agency use of preservation notices, access to stored communications and access to telecommunications data

79. Access to telecommunications data is regulated by Chapter 4 of the TIA Act, which permits an ‘enforcement agency’ to authorise a carrier to disclose telecommunications data where it is reasonably necessary for the enforcement of the criminal law, a law imposing a pecuniary penalty, or the protection of the public revenue. Lawful access to the telecommunications data is subject to existing safeguards contained in the TIA Act. The TIA Act establishes a process of authorisation for access to telecommunications data that requires senior management officers of agencies to authorise access to this data before it is disclosed to the agency. The authorisation process requires the authorised officer to consider the need for access to this information on a case-by-case basis in accordance with a prescriptive legal framework. There are separate provisions enabling access by ASIO for purposes relevant to security.

80. Currently, under the TIA Act, an enforcement agency is broadly defined as all agencies empowered to intercept telecommunications content as well as bodies whose functions include administering a law imposing a pecuniary penalty or administering a law relating to the protection of the public revenue. The range of agencies that are enforcement agencies and which are capable of authorising the disclosure of telecommunications data is broad and includes Commonwealth, State, Territory and local government agencies as well as non-government or quasi-government bodies that carry out relevant functions.

81. The Bill will amend the definition of ‘enforcement agency’ to clearly circumscribe the agencies who may access telecommunications data, ensuring that access is limited to those agencies who have a clear and scrutinised need for access to telecommunications data in the performance of their functions and are subject to appropriate privacy and oversight arrangements.
82. Schedule 2 of the Bill engages the right to privacy under Article 17 of the ICCPR on the basis that the telecommunications data retained pursuant to subsection 187A(1) will be accessible by agencies in accordance with the existing lawful access provisions permitted under the TIA Act. The Bill does not lower the statutory threshold under which agencies are able to access telecommunications data. Rather, the TIA Act ensures telecommunications data is only accessible through existing processes for lawfully accessing telecommunications data.

83. In order to reinforce the privacy protections associated with a user’s telecommunications data contained within the TIA Act, Schedule 2 of the Bill introduces limitations upon the type of agencies that are permitted to authorise the disclosure of telecommunications data for an agency’s investigations. The Bill also places new limitations on the range of agencies that can access stored communications such as e-mails and SMSs, by further confining the scope of agencies that can apply for stored communications warrants and issue preservation notices under Chapter 3 of the TIA Act.

84. The proposed refinements to the definition of enforcement agency, coupled with the ministerial declaration models which would govern access, are will ensure that data access arrangements are rigorously scrutinised. Consistent with the nature of the powers that are reposed in enforcement agencies under Chapter 4 and their impact on privacy, the definition of an enforcement agency appropriately circumscribes the access regime and introduces explicit ministerial and parliamentary scrutiny.

85. The factors the Minister must consider when determining whether to declare an authority or body to be a criminal law-enforcement agency or an enforcement agency will include:

- whether the authority or body undertakes investigative or public protection responsibilities which would necessitate access to stored communications and telecommunications data respectively,
- whether the authority or body has processes and procedures in place that would satisfy the Minister that the information, if accessed, would be used in a manner which seeks to minimise the privacy impacts on any persons to whom the data relates or is appreciably linked to, and
- whether the Minister considers that the declaration would be in the public interest.

86. The public interest criteria ensures that the Minister gives consideration to matters of community expectation, which would include, but not be limited to, the proper administration of government; public health and safety; national security; and the prevention and detection of crime and fraud.

87. The Bill provides that a key factor in considering whether to declare an agency to be an enforcement agency includes the extent to which the agency is required to comply with the Australian Privacy Principles or a similar protective arrangement. Where an authority or body is a non-APP entity, then the Minister must consider the agency’s compliance with a binding scheme that provides a comparable level of protection to personal information (for example, under equivalent State or Territory equivalent privacy legislation) or other arrangements to provide similar or equivalent levels of protection to personal information.
when handling any personal information disclosed to it by a carrier under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act.

88. The Bill will explicitly enable the Minister to revoke a declaration where the Minister is no longer satisfied that the circumstances justify the authority or body having access to telecommunications data.

89. The ministerial declaration scheme reinforces the right to privacy in that it ensures that enforcement agency access to telecommunication data is strictly circumscribed and subject to ministerial scrutiny. This provides a critical safeguard and restricts such access to agencies which have satisfied the Minister that they have a genuine and demonstrated need for access to telecommunications data. The Minister may, of his or her own motion, revoke a declaration if he or she is no longer satisfied that the circumstances continue to justify access to telecommunications data. Importantly, the declaration process allows the Minister to impose conditions on access, which provides a further ability to restrict and confine access to telecommunications data in a manner consistent with and proportionate to the needs of the agency to be declared in all the circumstances.

90. The Bill also amends Chapter 3 of the TIA Act to confine and limit those agencies that are able to apply for stored communications warrants and issue preservation notices. While the TIA Act currently provides that enforcement agencies are able to apply for these stored communications warrants and issue preservation notices, the Bill will repeal these provisions and amend the TIA Act to provide that only criminal law-enforcement agencies are able to utilise these investigative powers.

91. Criminal law-enforcement agencies are defined in the Bill to include Australian police forces and anti-corruption agencies that currently have the ability to apply for warrants for the interception of telecommunications. The Bill provides that the Minister may declare additional agencies to be a criminal law-enforcement agency subject to consideration of specified criteria prescribed in the Bill. As a corollary of the higher level of intrusion into privacy occasioned by access to stored communications and prospective telecommunications data, a higher threshold for an agency to be declared as a criminal law-enforcement agency applies in comparison to the criteria applicable for enforcement agency status. Like the declarations for enforcement agencies, agencies must similarly demonstrate that access to stored communications information is necessary for their investigative functions.

92. The Bill will not lower the threshold of access to stored communications in Chapter 3, but substantially reduces the number of agencies who may seek to access stored communications by redefining the concept of a criminal law enforcement agency in the TIA Act.

93. Collectively, the proposed amendments in relation to the range of agencies that may access stored telecommunications or telecommunications data contribute to ensuring that access is reasonable, necessary and proportionate. The existing frameworks in relation to access to, use and disclosure of this lawfully accessed information in the TIA Act will continue to ensure that any abrogation on the privacy right in Article 17 is limited to the legitimate purposes articulated in the TIA in relation.
Schedule 3—Oversight and accountability provisions

94. Schedule 3 will extend the remit of the Ombudsman to enable the Ombudsman to comprehensively assess agency compliance with all of an enforcement agency’s (or a criminal law-enforcement agency’s) obligations under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act, including use and access to telecommunications data. Oversight of this category of data would also extend to auditing the use and access to data retained as a result of the data retention obligation.

95. There is currently no independent oversight for the use of, and access to, telecommunications data. Neither the TIA Act nor the predecessor arrangements in the Telecommunications Act included an independent oversight arrangement in relation to telecommunications data. The Bill will facilitate Ombudsman oversight of access to and use of telecommunications data.

96. The oversight arrangements draw on the model contained in Part 6 of the Surveillance Devices Act 2004 (Cth) (the SD Act) and aspects of the oversight role performed by the Commonwealth Ombudsman under Part IAB of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth). The oversight model extends beyond agency record keeping and record destruction of obligations and provides a higher level of guidance in terms of the precise obligations imposed on law enforcement agencies. The model therefore supports compliance by agencies due to the higher level of precision in compliance obligations, greater consistency in reporting methodology by agencies and higher acuity in statistical output to measure compliance for annual reporting and other audit-related purposes.

97. Schedule 3 will vest the Ombudsman with an over-arching role in assessing agency compliance across powers exercised under both Chapters 3 (stored communications) and 4 (telecommunications data) of the TIA Act. Currently under the TIA Act, the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s audit functions in relation to stored communications are limited to compliance with an agency’s record keeping and record destruction obligations. The Bill will expand the Ombudsman’s oversight role in a manner consistent with that proposed for oversight of access to telecommunications data.

98. Currently, the emphasis of the Ombudsman’s oversight role under Chapters 3 of the TIA Act is on determining agency compliance with record keeping and destruction provisions. The enhanced oversight function proposed under Chapter 4A of the Bill will enable assessment of an enforcement agency’s overall compliance with the powers exercisable under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA. The proposed provisions relating to the powers, scope and reporting obligations of the oversight role would enable the Ombudsman to provide a level of public accountability as to how agencies have applied their powers under Chapters 3 and 4.

99. The proposed oversight model promotes Convention rights, by virtue of the following key features:

- holistic oversight of enforcement agency use of and access to telecommunications data (beyond agency record keeping and record destruction of obligations) to ascertaining agencies’ compliance in exercising their powers under Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of the TIA Act (excluding ASIO, which is the subject of separate independent oversight)
a higher level of specificity and transparency in terms of the precise reporting obligations imposed on law enforcement agencies

consistency in inspection methodology by virtue of a non-fragmentary model involving oversight of all agencies that apply the powers under Chapters 3 and 4, and

clearly defined reporting obligations that will engender:

- a higher level of compliance by agencies due to a greater level of precision in compliance obligations, and
- greater acuity in statistical output to measure compliance for annual reporting and cross-agency compliance.

100. The Bill promotes the right to privacy by confirming the Ombudsman’s ability to audit an agency’s use of its powers to access stored communications and telecommunications data under the TIA Act. This helps ensure that an agency’s access to the telecommunications information of interest to an investigation, and the interaction with the privacy right in Article 17 in that regard, is a reasonable, necessary and proportionate limitation on that right to privacy.

101. These measures are consistent in-principle with the PJCIS’s recommendation that the Attorney-General’s Department undertake a review of the oversight arrangements to consider the appropriate organisation or agency to ensure effective accountability under the TIA Act.

102. The proposed Ombudsman oversight of the telecommunications data regime recognises that access to telecommunications data by enforcement agencies potentially impacts on the privacy of persons whose data is being accessed. It is responsive to privacy and other rights-based issues raised by the implementation of the new data retention regime and the ability for enforcement agencies to access telecommunications data. A comprehensive oversight regime for telecommunications data will assist in ensuring that use, access or disclose telecommunications data by enforcement agencies, including retained data, for purposes set out in Chapter 4 of the TIA Act, is subject to independent compliance assessment. It will also serve to provide an important level of public accountability and scrutiny of agency practices by virtue of the Ombudsman public reporting regime proposed to be implemented in Chapter 4A.

Right to a fair trial

103. The Bill engages Article 14 of the ICCPR, which guarantees a person be afforded a fair hearing in relation to any suit at law and in the determination of any criminal charge against them, the right to a fair trial in the following respects:

- the imposition of civil penalty provisions in relation to a failure to comply with subsections 187A(1) and 187D(a) (subsection 187M),
- the imposition of criminal offence provisions contained in proposed subsections 187(6) and 186C(3), and
- the privilege against self-incrimination engaged by subsection 186D(1) and (2).
Proposed section 187M

104. Proposed section 187M will provide that civil penalties may apply where a service provider fails to keep or cause to be kept information or documents as required by the data retention obligation or where a service provider fails to comply with an approved data retention implementation plan in respect of a communication carried by means of that service.

105. The effect of this provision is that contraventions of statutory obligations in relation to the data retention regime are dealt with under the enforcement mechanisms specified under the Telecommunications Act. Enforcement options available under the Telecommunications Act include remedial directions, formal warnings, pecuniary penalties and infringement notices.

106. The United Nations Human Rights Committee has stated that the notion of criminal charges may ‘also extend to acts that are criminal in nature with sanctions that, regardless of their qualification in domestic law, must be regarded as penal because of their purpose, character or severity’ (see General Comment No. 32, para 15; Communication No. 1015/2001, Perteer v Austria, at para 9.2). As such, a penalty or other sanction, notwithstanding its nomenclature, may be ‘criminal’ for the purposes of the ICCPR even if it is described as a civil penalty under Australian domestic law. It is therefore necessary to consider the substance as well as the form of the civil penalties provided for by the Bill.

107. The civil penalty in proposed subsection 187M is not, in substance, a criminal penalty provision. Rather, the provision forms part of a regulatory regime which provides for a graduated series of sanctions under the Telecommunications Act, including infringement notices and pecuniary penalties. It is aimed at an objective which is protective or regulatory (the critical objective being to ensure provider compliance with the obligations imposed by the Bill) as opposed to being punitive or reparatory in nature.

108. The civil penalty provision is designed to ensure a proportionate regulatory response to redress systemic compliance issues as opposed to acts of moral culpability. Further, no term of imprisonment is provided (typical of a criminal penalty provision) and the maximum penalty is comparatively lower than would be imposed under counterpart criminal penalty provisions. Although it may be regarded as large, it is not excessive in that it applies to regulated enforcement agencies and is reasonable and proportionate having regard to the legitimate community interest in enforcing the obligation to retain selected telecommunications data to support its availability to law enforcement and security agencies.

109. As the penalty provisions which apply in relation to subsection 187A(1) and paragraph 187D(a) are properly characterised as civil penalty provisions, the criminal process guarantees in Article 14 and 15 do not apply. However, the equality of arms principles in Article 14(1) is enlivened because this principle applies equally to civil proceedings. ‘Equality of arms’ requires that each party be afforded a reasonable opportunity to present its case under the conditions that do not place it at a substantial disadvantage vis-à-vis another party (Brandstetter v. Austria, Application No: 11170/84; 12876/87; 13468/87, Strasbourg judgment 28 August 1991 §§41-69)). ‘Equality of arms’ essentially denotes equal procedural ability to state the case. The right of equal access to a court, embodied in Article 14(1), is engaged, but not limited by proposed section 187M. This is because the imposition of a civil penalty in these circumstances does not derogate from, or abridge, existing
procedural rights of parties to litigation and would not result in actual disadvantage or other unfairness to the defendant. That is, the provision would not impact upon opportunities to adduce or challenge evidence or present arguments on the matters at issue (H. v Belgium, Application No: 8950/80, Strasbourg judgment 30 November 1987 §§49-55). Further, the provision in no way impedes parties to a relevant proceeding being given the opportunity to contest all the arguments and evidence adduced.

Criminal penalty provisions—subsection 186C(3) and subsection 87(6)

110. Proposed subsection 186C(3) will make it a criminal offence to refuse to attend before an inspecting officer, to give information or to answer questions where requested by an inspecting officer of the Ombudsman for the purposes of inspections conducted under new Chapter 4A. The maximum penalty for this offence is 6 months imprisonment.

111. Proposed subsection 87(6) will similarly make it a criminal offence for a person to fail to comply with a request to attend to provide information, to give information or to answer questions from the Ombudsman under section 87 where the Ombudsman has reason to believe that an officer of an agency is able to give information relevant to an inspection under Chapter 2, Part 2-7 of the TIA Act. The maximum penalty for this offence is 6 months imprisonment.

112. Both offence provisions mirror existing provisions in the SD Act (section 56) and Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1986 (section 18).

113. Criminal penalty provisions of this nature engage the criminal process rights under Article 14 of the ICCPR. This Article sets out specific guarantees that apply to proceedings involving the determination of ‘criminal charge’, and to persons who have been convicted of a ‘criminal offence’.

114. The proposed offence provisions are reasonable and proportionate and do not impermissibly limit the criminal process guarantees under the ICCPR. To the extent they engage Article 14, they are unlikely to raise any issues of incompatibility with Article 14(2) of ICCPR as they involve low penalties and relate to matters that are readily accessible and peculiarly within the defendant’s knowledge. It is reasonable to expect law enforcement officers who access regulated powers to comply with conditions associated with inspection and auditing of the exercise of those powers and to respond to relevant requests for information.3

115. The proposed offence provisions moreover apply only to people who opt-in to the regulatory regime—people are not compelled to become law enforcement officials, and officials are not compelled to work in investigations and use the powers and therefore potentially be exposed to penalties of this nature. The enforcement agency officers to whom the offences would apply are best placed to make out a valid defence.4 The facts pertaining to any alleged infringement are readily provable by a law enforcement officer as a matter peculiarly within their own knowledge or to which they have ready access.5 That is, they are

---

4 Attorney-General’s Reference (No 4 of 2002) [2005] 1 AC 264; see also R v DPP; ex parte Kebilene [2000] 2 AC 326.
capable of effective rebuttal by an officer of the agency who would be subject to the offence provisions.6

116. It is notable that the proposed offence provisions would apply only to officials of law enforcement agencies. Such officials hold positions of great public trust and exercise covert powers under the TIA Act. Public confidence in the justice system requires that officials are held to a higher standard of conduct, particularly because there are fewer avenues to identify misconduct in relation to powers exercised covertly.

Proposed subsections 186D(1) and (2)

117. Article 14(3)(g) of the ICCPR protects the right to be free from self-incrimination by providing that a person may not be compelled to testify against him or herself or to confess guilt. The right to be free from self-incrimination may be subject to permissible limitations, provided that the limitations are for a legitimate objective, and are reasonable, necessary and proportionate to that objective.

118. International jurisprudence suggests that the abrogation of the privilege against self-incrimination is more likely to be permissible where protections relating to the use of the information are included, such as a ‘use immunity’, which prohibits use of the information against the person in subsequent proceedings; or a ‘derivative use immunity’, which additionally prevents other information obtained as a result of the giving of self-incriminating information being used as evidence against the person.

119. Proposed subsection 186D(1) abrogates the privilege against self-incrimination as it provides that a person is not excused from giving information under new Chapter 4A by reason that compliance would be incriminating. However, provision is made in subsection 186D(2) for use and derivative use immunities that restrict any direct or indirect use of that information in any subsequent criminal or civil proceedings, except by way of a prosecution for an offence against sections 133, 181A, 181B or 182, or against Part 7.4 or 7.7 of the Criminal Code.

Proposed subsection 186D(1)

120. Proposed subsection 186D(1) will provide that a person is not excused from giving information, answering a question or giving access to a document (disclosing information), as required under Chapter 4A (oversight by the Commonwealth Ombudsman) of the TIA Act, despite other matters which may otherwise bar the giving of that information. These matters are listed at proposed paragraphs 186D(1)(a) to (c) and are that disclosure of the information would be:

(a) a contravention of a law

(b) contrary to the public interest, or

(c) might tend to incriminate the person or make the person liable to a penalty.

6 Pham Hoang v France (1993) 16 EHRR 53.
Privilege against self-incrimination or self-exposure to a civil penalty

121. Proposed paragraph 186D(1)(c) will abrogate the privilege against self-incrimination or self-exposure to a civil penalty (referred to hereafter together as ‘self-incrimination’) in relation to the disclosure of information required under Chapter 4A. Proposed subsection 186D(2) will however provide that the disclosed information cannot be used as evidence against the person who disclosed that information, whether directly or indirectly (a ‘use immunity’ and ‘derivative use’ immunity). The use and derivative use immunities do not apply to prosecutions for offences against sections 133, 181A, 181B and 182 of the TIA Act or Part 7.4 or 7.7 of the Criminal Code.

122. Section 133 of the TIA Act creates an offence of unlawful dealing in accessed stored communications under Chapter 3, Part 3-4, Division 1 of the TIA Act. Sections 181A, 181 and 182 create offences for unlawful dealing in telecommunications data authorisation information or unlawful secondary disclosure of accessed telecommunications data under Chapter 4, Part 4-1, Division 6 of the TIA Act. Parts 7.4 (false or misleading statements) and Part 7.7 (forgery and related offences) of the Criminal Code create offences relating to hindering, obstructing, intimidating or resisting a public official in the performance of their functions.

123. The abrogation of the privilege in relation to the specified offences is reasonable and proportionate in the circumstances for the following reasons:

- there are no other appropriate avenues for collecting this information, which is peculiarly within a person’s knowledge and not contained elsewhere in written documentation form (for example, the motive of a person in acting in a particular way).

- the public benefit derived from the abrogation of the privilege decisively outweighs the harm to individual rights. The harm to individual rights is minimised by the provision of a use and derivative use immunity. The limitation of the immunity to exclude listed offences corresponds with the likely focus of an Ombudsman investigation under new Chapter 4A, and it would frustrate the purpose of Ombudsman oversight if it were not possible for prosecutorial authorities to adduce as evidence material compulsorily obtained by the Ombudsman.

124. Further, the regime contained in Chapter 4A will strengthen oversight and accountability of agency access to stored communications and telecommunications data. The proposed offences and their abrogation of relevant privileges provide support for an effective oversight regime.

125. The disclosure of information to the Ombudsman, and the ability to prosecute a person involved in wrongdoing under the TIA Act, forms a core part of the inspection and oversight functions of the Ombudsman. This function would be significantly impaired if persons were excused from providing self-incriminating information, or if that information could not be used as evidence in TIA Act proceedings.

Other laws do not prevent the disclosure of information for the purposes of an inspection

126. Proposed subsections 186D(3) and (4) will provide that the unlawful disclosure provisions in sections 133, 181A, 181B or 182 of the TIA Act or in any other law will not
prevent the disclosure of information to an inspecting officer of the Ombudsman for the purposes of an inspection under the oversight provisions contained in new Chapter 4A.

127. The purpose of provisions such as those in sections 133, 181A, 181B or 182 of the TIA Act is to protect the privacy of impact on persons whose information was accessed under the TIA Act. Given the purpose of the oversight regime in ensuring that agencies access this privacy sensitive information in a lawful manner, it is appropriate that the requirement to disclose information to the Ombudsman under section 186D overrides other laws that would otherwise prevent the disclosure of that information.

*The way in which retention of data promotes the right to a fair trial*

128. More broadly, the right to a fair trial is promoted by the data retention measures in the Bill on the basis that telecommunications data is equally capable of providing exculpatory evidence as evidence implicating a person in criminality. Accordingly, the potential future lack of availability of key telecommunications data in the absence of this measure may prejudice the right to a fair trial guaranteed by Article 14 of the ICCPR. Given its forensic value, telecommunication data has important evidentiary value in criminal proceedings. The courts have an increasing expectation that such material will be equally available to both the prosecution and defence.

*Right to freedom of expression—Article 19 of the ICCPR*

129. Article 19 of the ICCPR provides that all persons shall have the right to freedom of expression. This right includes the freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, through any media of a person’s choice. It has been interpreted as encompassing every form of subjective ideas and opinions capable of transmission to others, and should not be construed as being confined to means of political, cultural or artistic expression. The means of communication listed in Article 19(2) are not exhaustive and the right to freedom of expression has been interpreted as including means of communication such as the contents of phone conversations. Article 19(3) provides that the right to freedom of expression may be subject to restrictions for specified purposes provided in the right, including the protection of national security or public order (ordre public, which includes prevention of disorder and crime) where such restrictions are provided by law (that is, set down in formal legislation or an equivalent unwritten norm of common law) and are necessary for attaining one of these purposes.

130. The requirement of necessity implies that any restriction must be proportional in severity and intensity to the purpose sought to be achieved. Limitations on freedom of expression on the grounds of ordre public include limitations for the purpose of preventing crime. In order for the proposed laws to be considered a necessary restriction on freedom of expression on the grounds of ordre public, the restriction must be clearly defined.

131. The Bill engages the right to freedom of expression in Article 19 to the extent that requiring providers of telecommunications services to retain telecommunications data about the communications of its subscribers or users as part of a mandatory dataset may indirectly limit the right to freedom of expression, as some persons may be more reluctant to use

---

telecommunications services to seek, receive and impart information if they know that data about their communications will be stored and may be subject to lawful access.

132. The proposed data retention regime aims to prevent criminal activity by ensuring that law enforcement and intelligence agencies have access to a limited range of vital telecommunications data, central to virtually every organised crime, counter-espionage, cyber-security and counter-terrorism investigation. It is also used in almost every serious criminal investigation, such as murder, rape and kidnapping. The provisions in the Bill therefore fall within the scope of a specified purpose for which the freedom of expression may be limited.

133. To the extent that the measures in the Bill have the effect of limiting the right to freedom of expression, the limitation is designed for the legitimate objective of protecting public order. The Bill limits the extent to which the right to freedom of expression is abrogated by ensuring that only the minimum necessary types and amounts of telecommunications data are retained, and by limiting the range of agencies that may access telecommunications data.

134. The additional safeguards on the access to and use of telecommunications data under the Bill (through limiting the number of enforcement agencies able to access data, making eligibility of access subject to ministerial declaration and the comprehensive Ombudsman oversight of data access and usage in new Chapter 4A) together with existing safeguards under the TIA Act (including that agencies may only request data where it is reasonably necessary for a legitimate investigation) provides assurance that specified data is only retained and used for law enforcement and investigative purposes, meaning that any indirect limitation on the right to freedom of expression in Article 19 is appropriately minimised.

Right to life and security of the person—Articles 6 and 9 of the ICCPR

135. The right to security of the person in Article 9 of the ICCPR requires States to provide reasonable and appropriate measures, within the scope of those available to public authorities, to protect a person’s physical security.

136. The right to life also imposes a positive obligation to protect life in Article 6 of the ICCPR. In addition to protecting individuals from unwarranted actions by the State, it is necessary for the State to protect individuals from unwarranted actions by private persons. The Human Rights Committee has confirmed that protection of the right to life requires that States adopt positive measures and the positive obligation to protect life in the context of law enforcement is likely to extend beyond putting in place an effective criminal justice system. Specifically, European jurisprudence has established that the obligation to protect life also requires the police and other protective authorities to take, in certain well-defined circumstances, preventative operational measures to protect an individual whose life is at risk from the acts of a third party. The statutory obligation which the Bill places on service providers to retain a limited subset of telecommunication data which has been determined to be integral for law enforcement and security purposes buttresses the right to life in Article 6 of the ICCPR. If such data is not retained, and law enforcement investigations are resultantly

---

9 Human Rights Committee, General Comment No 6 (1982), para 5.
compromised, the ability of police to protect the physical security of potential victims of a crime is critically undermined.

137. Access to telecommunications data at the inception of investigations enables agencies to narrow down the field of initial suspects and to identify linkages, networks and patterns of criminality. It is also the least privacy intrusive methodology to remove alleged suspects from inquiries, and to identify criminal networks. Access to this data is a key building block for investigations, facilitating discovery of and providing context to identities, location and point in time and, potentially, to prevent the commission of further crime. The ability of law enforcement officers to harness investigative mechanisms facilitated by data access, assists in promoting the welfare and safety of potential and actual victims of serious crimes as well as safeguarding the general public who may otherwise be susceptible to security incidents and criminal acts, resulting in the arbitrary deprivation of life.

Summary

138. Any interference with Convention rights occasioned by this Bill is in pursuit of a legitimate aim—the ability of law enforcement and intelligence agencies to obtain telecommunications data in order to safeguard national security, prevent and detect crime and protect members of the public. Access to this telecommunications data is essential for law enforcement and security agencies to effectively investigate a range of criminal offences and threats to national security. In the absence of these measures, there is a risk that agencies will not receive vital information relevant to these investigations. This would limit agencies’ abilities to fulfil their obligations into preventing, detecting and prosecuting offences under Australian law and safeguarding Australia’s national security. Telecommunications data is not the only source of information available to law enforcement and national security agencies, however it is a critical investigative tool that agencies use in order to identify and prosecute criminals, and protect Australians.

139. It is notable that telecommunications data also plays an important role in protecting the privacy of innocent parties who come within the scope of an agency’s investigation, by allowing an agency to rule them out from suspicion at an early stage and without having to resort to more privacy-intrusive investigative methods. For example, call charge records can show that a potential person of interest has had no contact with other members of a criminal syndicate.

140. Telecommunications data is also frequently used to refine and direct the use of more intrusive investigative methods, such as telecommunications interception, avoiding unnecessary invasion of privacy. The ability of law enforcement and national security agencies to use telecommunications data at the early stages of an investigation also displaces the need for agencies to employ more privacy and rights intrusive alternative investigative methods to build a picture of a suspect and their network of criminal associates.

141. Under existing provisions under the TIA Act, law enforcement and national security agencies can only access telecommunications data in limited circumstances. Authorising officers must be satisfied on a case-by-case basis that the disclosure of the information is reasonably necessary, and must consider the impact on privacy when making an authorisation.
142. Any purported interference with Convention rights resulting from this Bill are in pursuit of a legitimate aim, namely the ability of law enforcement and intelligence agencies to access telecommunications data in order to safeguard national security and prevent and detect, investigate and prosecute crime. The reasonableness of the measures and their proportionality is supported by the specificity of the provisions, being appropriately targeted for that legitimate purpose.

143. The additional oversight by the Ombudsman contained in Schedule 3 to the Bill and the limitations on the range of agencies who may access telecommunications data (which will in effect reduce the number and range of agencies able to access this information, and subject the nature of their investigative activities and need for data to greater scrutiny) are both important safeguards that go towards the reasonableness and proportionality of the new legislation as a whole.

**Conclusion**

144. The Bill is compatible with human rights because it promotes a number of human rights. To the extent that it may also limit human rights, those limitations are reasonable, necessary and proportionate.
NOTES ON CLAUSES

Clause 1—Short title

1. This clause provides that when the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Amendment (Data Retention) Bill 2014 is enacted, it is to be cited as the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Amendment (Data Retention) Act 2014.

Clause 2—Commencement

2. Clause 2(1) sets out when various provisions of the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Amendment (Data Retention) Act 2014 (the Act) are to commence, as described in the table.

3. Item 1 in the table provides that sections 1 to 3, which concern the formal aspects of the Act, as well as anything not elsewhere covered by the table, will commence on the day the Act receives the Royal Assent.

4. Item 2 in the table provides that Schedule 1, Items 1 to 7, which amend the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (the TIA Act) to introduce a mandatory data retention scheme for telecommunications service providers, will commence the day after the end of the period of 6 months beginning on the day this Act receives the Royal Assent. The reason for the delay in commencement of these Items is to ensure that, prior to commencement, service providers can put in place implementation arrangements to comply with the new data retention regime. The delay will also ensure that all appropriate instruments required under the Act are in effect.

5. Item 3 in the table provides that Schedule 1, Items 8 to 11 will commence on the day the Act receives the Royal Assent. Items 8 to 11 in Schedule 1 are application provisions that allow service providers to keep documents and to make applications contained in new Part 5-1A of the Act before that Part commences. These provisions will enable implementation plans and exemptions to be in place upon the commencement of the main amendments, and allow service providers to begin complying with their data retention obligations.

6. Item 4 in the table provides that Schedules 2 and 3 will commence the day after the end of the period of 6 months beginning on the day this Act receives the Royal Assent. The reason for the delay in commencement of these schedules is to enable agencies and oversight bodies to put in place implementation and necessary transition arrangements prior to commencement of the Act.

7. Clause 2(2) will allow the date the Act receives the Royal Assent to be inserted into the Act on publication. This provision will allow specification of the start and end dates for the implementation periods included in Schedules 1 (Items 1 to 7) and Schedules 2 and 3 of the Act.
Clause 3—Schedules

8. Clause 3 provides that each Act specified in a Schedule to this Act will be amended or repealed as set out in the applicable items in the Schedule. Any other item in a Schedule to this Act has effect according to its terms. This is a technical provision to give operational effect to the amendments contained in the Schedules.
SCHEDULE 1—DATA RETENTION

PART 1—MAIN AMENDMENTS

Overview of measures

9. Part 1 of Schedule 1 will insert new Part 5-1A into Chapter 5 of the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (the TIA Act). Chapter 5 currently deals with the interaction between agencies and carriers.

10. This Schedule will require service providers to retain the telecommunications data prescribed by the regulations.

11. The amendments will provide for:
   (a) the obligation to keep information and documents (Division 1)
   (b) data retention implementation plans (Division 2)
   (c) exemptions from the data retention requirements (Division 3)
   (d) the confidentiality of data retention implementation plans and exemptions (Division 4)
   (e) pecuniary penalties and infringement notices (Division 4)
   (f) a review of the operation of the data retention scheme by the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (the PJCIS) no more than 3 years after the end of the implementation phase (Division 4), and
   (g) annual reporting on the operation of the data retention scheme (Division 4).

12. Mandatory data retention will require service providers to keep a minimum subset of telecommunications data that is critical to law enforcement and national security investigations, and will specify the minimum period for which it must be kept. Data retention will create a consistent obligation for record-keeping across the telecommunications industry. The minimum obligation imposed by this legislation is consistent with the types of data and subscriber information currently held by service providers for billing, quality assurance and other business purposes. Some service providers may initially need to modify their systems to ensure they meet this minimum standard.

13. The requirements on service providers to keep data, as provided for by the new Division 1 of new Part 5-1A, will ensure the availability of a set of critical data for law enforcement and national security purposes.

14. New Division 2 of new Part 5-1A will allow service providers to develop and submit implementation plans to the Communications Access Co-ordinator (the CAC) for approval. These plans will set out how the provider will achieve compliance with their data retention obligations over a period of up to 18 months.
15. The implementation plan process is intended to:

- allow service providers to develop and implement more cost-effective solutions to their data retention obligations by, for example, aligning the implementation of such solutions with a provider’s internal business planning and investment cycles,

- ensure that service providers achieve substantial compliance with their data retention obligations early in the implementation phase by encouraging interim data retention solutions, such as by increasing the storage for existing databases to allow for a longer retention period, albeit for a period that is less than 2 years, or by implementing full data retention capability for one or more (but not all) services covered by the plan, or for one or more (but not all) kinds of data prescribed in the regulations,

- facilitate engagement between industry and Government on the above issues, and

- provide regulatory certainty for both industry and agencies during the implementation phase.

16. Once approved by the CAC, a service provider will be required to comply with the implementation plan, for a period of up to 18 months, instead of the data retention obligations under new sections 187A and 187C. Additionally, once approved, a plan will only be able to be varied with the consent of the CAC and the service provider.

17. New Division 3 of new Part 5-1A will provide that the CAC may grant exemptions to service providers for any or all of the mandatory data retention obligations. The CAC will be required to consider both the interests of law enforcement and national security agencies, and the objects of the Telecommunications Act 1997 (the Telecommunications Act) when deciding whether to grant an exemption. This will allow exemptions to be granted where, for example, telecommunications data relating to the relevant service is likely to be of little or no relevance to law enforcement or national security investigations, or where the cost of complying, either in full or in part, with data retention obligations in relation to the relevant service would be disproportionately high.

18. New Division 4 of new Part 5-1A will provide that the CAC must treat applications for implementation plans and exemptions as confidential, as must any person to whom the CAC discloses such applications. Division 4 will also provide that the contravention of data retention obligations under Part 5-1A attracts civil penalties. The Division will also require the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (the PJCIS) to review the operation of the data retention regime three years after mandatory data retention is fully implemented and require the Minister to report on the operation of the data retention regime as part of the annual report on the TIA Act.

*Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979*

**Item 1—New Part 5-1A**

19. Item 1 will insert new Part 5-1A after Part 5-1 of the *Telecommunications (Interception and Access Act) 1979* (TIA Act). The provisions to be inserted by this new Part contain the requirements for the retention of prescribed telecommunications data by telecommunications service providers.
Divison 1 of Part 5-1A—Obligation to keep information and documents

New section 187A—Service providers must keep certain information and documents

20. This section will provide that service providers must keep prescribed information and documents.

Subsection 187A(1)—Information and documents to be kept

21. Telecommunications data is not defined in the TIA Act. This approach is consistent with the technology-neutral approach of the Privacy Act, and Part 13 of the Telecommunications Act. The term is described, however, through the provisions of Divisions 3, 4 and 4A of Chapter 4 of the TIA Act, which contain the powers of agencies to make authorisations for the disclosure of information or documents protected under Part 13 of the Telecommunications Act, and section 172 of the Act, which provides that Divisions 3, 4 and 4A do not permit the disclosure of information that is the contents or substance of a communication, or a document to the extent that it contains such information. As such, telecommunications data can be considered to be information about a communication, but not its content or substance.

22. Data retention obligations will not apply to all telecommunications data.

23. The purpose of the proposed data retention obligation is to create a consistent minimum retention obligation across the telecommunications industry in relation to a limited range of telecommunications data that is critical to law enforcement and national security investigations. Data retention obligations will apply, pursuant to subsection 187A(1), to information of a kind prescribed by the Governor-General in regulations, or documents containing such information, relating to a service operated by the service provider for the period specified under new section 187C. This regulation-making power is subject to limits set out in subsections 187A(2), (3) and (6). Subsection 187A(3) described the services to which data retention obligations apply.

24. A regulation-making power is required to ensure that the legislative framework gives service providers sufficient technical detail about their data retention obligations while remaining flexible enough to adapt to future changes in communication technology.

Subsection 187A(2)—Only certain kinds of information to be prescribed

25. Subsection 187A(2) limits the scope of the regulation-making power under subsection 187A(1) by providing that the kinds of information that may be prescribed in regulations under paragraph 187A(1)(a) must relate to certain categories of information. Each of these categories of information is of significant utility to law enforcement and national security investigations. The scope of the regulation making power is limited to the six categories of information prescribed in subsection 187A(2). The types of data that may be prescribed are circumscribed to remain necessary and proportionate to the legitimate aim of ensuring that law enforcement and intelligence agencies have access to the critical data they require to safeguard national security and prevent or detect criminal activity.

26. The table below sets out the kinds of information listed in subsection 187A(2), along with a description of the information that may be included within each kind of information, and an accompanying explanation. This table is not exhaustive of the information that may be included within each kind of information listed in subsection 187A(2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Para</th>
<th>Kind of information</th>
<th>Description of information that may be included</th>
<th>Further explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>Characteristics of any of the following:</td>
<td></td>
<td>This paragraph lists kinds of information that may be prescribed relating generally to subscriber administration information held by the provider.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (a)(i) | Characteristics of a subscriber of a relevant service | Information that is:  
- name  
- address information  
- other information used for identification purposes  
- billing and payment information, or  
- contact information relating to the relevant service. | The word ‘subscriber’ refers to a person who is a customer or account holder of the service, and could include additional authorised or registered users.  
This category may include both present and past subscriber name and address information (including residence, business, post office, billing, payment or installation addresses).  
This may also include additional information, such as identification information, date of birth, financial, charging, billing and payment information, other transactional information, or contact information. |
| (a)(ii), (iii) & (iv) | Characteristics of an account, telecommunications device or other relevant service relating to a relevant service | Information about an account, telecommunications device, or other relevant service that is or has been associated with a relevant service, which may include:  
- any information relating to contracts, plans, agreements or arrangements relating to the relevant service, or to any related account, service or device | This category may cover characteristics of accounts such as the particular ‘deal’ or ‘bundle’ that a customer has signed up to and any upgrades or features that apply to the service. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Para</th>
<th>Kind of information</th>
<th>Description of information that may be included</th>
<th>Further explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>any identifiers, either permanent or transient, that the service provider uses in relation to the account, device or relevant service</td>
<td>Service providers regularly allocate identifiers to an account, device or relevant service which are then used in relation to the provision of the relevant service. Service providers also use identifiers allocated by others, such as device manufacturers. These identifiers may include, for example, a user name, e-mail address, or International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI). This category may also include Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, port numbers or other network identifiers which may be used on a permanent or transient basis. A service provider may also be required, in relation to this category, to retain multiple identifiers. For example, if a service provider uses Network Address Translation across its network or service, the service provider may be required to keep records relating to each set of identifiers to link the account, device or relevant service to a subscriber.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the status of the relevant service or any related account, service or device, and</td>
<td>This may include any change in the account state or billing type, such as information about an account being suspended due to a failure to pay, or about the pre-paid status of a service, or about a device provided as part of a plan to which a person has subscribed. ‘Status’ should not be read to include the transient or operational status of a device, such as if it is currently in use, fully charged or turned off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>any quantitative data about the capacity or use of the account of the relevant service or a related account, service or device.</td>
<td>This kind of information may include any metrics that describe the account or such as its available talk minutes, bandwidth, upload and/or download volumes. This category may also capture similar kinds of information about how an account, service or device has been used. ‘Use’ should not be read broadly to include non-aggregated information about particular communications or matters specifically excluded such as web browsing history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para</td>
<td>Kind of information</td>
<td>Description of information that may be included</td>
<td>Further explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>The source of a communication</td>
<td>Any identifiers of a related account, service or device from which a communication has been sent or attempted to be sent by means of the relevant service. This may include any identifier or combination of identifiers which are used by the service provider to describe the account, service and/or device at the time of the successful or attempted communication.</td>
<td>Paragraph 187A(3)(b) puts beyond doubt that the regulation-making power cannot be used to require service providers to keep information about subscribers’ web browsing history. An example of an identifier of the source of a communication is a telephone number. This kind of information may include information about the source of a communication that originated on another provider’s network or service. Where one or more source identifiers are passed from the other provider’s network or service to the relevant provider’s network or service, those source identifiers may be included in the information that the service provider is required to keep. This kind of information may include identifiers allocated to an account, telecommunications device or service for communications originating from another provider’s network or service, to the extent that such identifiers are visible or available to the service provider operating the relevant service. For instance, if a phone on one network calls a phone on a second network, the operator of the second network may be required to keep the number of the phone that originated the call from the first network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>The destination of a communication</td>
<td>Any identifiers of the account, telecommunications device or service (other than the relevant service) and device to which the communication:</td>
<td>Paragraph 187A(3)(b) puts beyond doubt that the regulation-making power cannot be used to require service providers to keep information about subscribers’ web browsing history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para</td>
<td>Kind of information</td>
<td>Description of information that may be included</td>
<td>Further explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● has been sent or attempted to be sent, or</td>
<td>This kind of information may include any identifier transmitted to a network or service to cause (or attempt to cause) a communication to take place. An example of such an identifier is the telephone number dialled when making a telephone call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This kind of information may include any identifiers allocated to an account, telecommunications device or service to which a communication is sent. An example would be the identifiers of an e-mail server used to deliver an e-mail to its recipient/s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Another example is where call forwarding/diversion is applied. The information regarding the originally intended destination and the newly routed destination could be required to be kept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This kind of information may include identifiers allocated to an account, telecommunications device or service for communications terminating on another provider’s network or service, to the extent that such identifiers are visible or available to the service provider operating the relevant service.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For instance, if a phone on one network calls a phone on a second network, the operator of the first network may be required to keep the number of the phone that received the call on the second network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● has been forwarded, routed or transferred, or attempted to be forwarded, routed or transferred.</td>
<td>Examples of this kind of information may include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● for a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) service, the identifiers generated by the network or service when translating the VoIP phone number or account name dialled by the caller into an IP or other network address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● the number to which a call was forwarded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● a voicemail short-dial to full number translation, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>● a 13, 1300, 1800 prefixed number to other termination number translation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Para</td>
<td>Kind of information</td>
<td>Description of information that may be included</td>
<td>Further explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (d)  | The date, time and duration of a communication, or of its connection to a carriage service | The time and the date of the following relating to the communication:  
- the start of the communication  
- the end of the communication  
- the connection to the relevant service, and  
- the disconnection from the relevant service. | This kind of information may include information required to determine the time at which a communication commenced and concluded, or at which a subscriber or device connected and disconnected from the relevant service. An example of this may be a username combined with the time it was used, with the time expressed in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) with the appropriate time offset (e.g., 20:00 UTC +2:00). A service provider may be required to keep such information with a sufficient degree of accuracy to allow a link to be made between a communication or connection and the account, telecommunications device or relevant service to or from which the communication was sent. The degree of accuracy that may be required may vary between services. For example, if a particular service frequently reallocates transient identifiers to accounts, telecommunications devices or relevant services, the service provider may be required to ensure that time and date information is sufficiently accurate to reliably link a particular communication or connection with the account, telecommunications device or relevant service to or from which the communication was sent. |
| (e)  | The type of a communication and relevant service used in connection with a communication | The type of communication. The type of service. | This is the product or service that is made available to a user by the service provider. For example, whether the service or product provided is e-mail, internet access, mobile telephony services or mobile phone text messaging such as Short Message Services (SMS). For application services provided over the top of internet access, examples of service types include Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), instant messaging or e-mail. For services that provide access to a network or the internet, examples of service types include symmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL) or frequency division Long-Term Evolution (FD-LTE). |
Information or documents to be kept

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Para</th>
<th>Kind of information</th>
<th>Description of information that may be included</th>
<th>Further explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The features of the relevant service that were, or would have been, used by or enabled for the communication.</td>
<td>Examples include voicemail, call waiting, and bandwidth allocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>the location of equipment or a line used in connection with a communication</td>
<td>The physical and logical location of the line, equipment or telecommunications device used to send or receive a communication.</td>
<td>Subsection 187A(1) will provide that a service provider must keep prescribed information relating to any communication carried by means of the relevant service. Subsection 187A(1) therefore does not require a service provider to keep information about the location of a line, equipment or telecommunications device when it is not communicating, such as information about the location of a mobile device that is not being used to send or receive a communication. Examples include cell tower locations and public wireless local area network (WLAN) hotspots. The obligation may require providers to retain sufficient historical information about the location of towers and hotspots to ensure location information remains interpretable over the course of the retention period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subsection 187A(3)—Application of Part 5-1A to certain services

27. Subsection 187A(3) will set out the services to which the data retention obligations under Part 5-1A of the Act will apply. Data retention obligations will only apply to services that satisfy paragraphs 187A(3)(a), (b) and (c).

28. Paragraph 187A(3)(a) will provide that the Part applies to a service if it is a service for carrying communications, or that enable communications to be carried, by guided or unguided electromagnetic energy or both. Section 5 of the TIA Act defines the term ‘carry’ for the purposes of the TIA Act. The term is defined in the same manner as in the Telecommunications Act, but should be interpreted in light of the objective of the TIA Act to allow for lawful access to communications in relation to law enforcement and national security investigations. The concept of ‘enabling’ a communication to be carried is intended to put beyond doubt that data retention obligations apply to relevant services that operate ‘over the top’ of, or in conjunction with, other services that carry communications.

---

13 See also subsection 187A(8), which will put beyond doubt that the regulation-making power cannot be used to require service providers to keep records about the location of a line, equipment or telecommunications device on a continuous basis throughout a single communications session, such as an internet access session.
29. Paragraph 187A(3)(b) will provide that the Part applies to a service if it is:

a. operated by a carrier (within the meaning of the TIA Act);

b. operated by an internet service provider (within the meaning of Schedule 5 of the Broadcasting Services Act 1992); or

c. prescribed in regulations.

30. A service will be ‘operated by’ a carrier or an internet service provider even if:

a. in the case of a service operated by a carrier, the service itself would not require a carrier licence, or the service is not a ‘carriage service’ (within the meaning of the Telecommunications Act); for example, if a licenced carrier operates an e-mail service, that service will still be operated by the carrier notwithstanding that to provide an email service does not require a licence

b. in the case of an internet service provider, the service itself is not an ‘internet access service’ (within the meaning of Schedule 5 of the Broadcasting Services Act 1992); for example if an internet service provider operates a VoIP service, that service will still be operated by the internet service provider notwithstanding that a VoIP service is not itself an internet access service

31. The telecommunications industry is highly innovative and increasingly converged. Sophisticated criminals and persons engaged in activities prejudicial to security are frequently early adopters of communications technologies that they perceive will assist them to evade lawful investigations. As such, a regulation-making power is required to ensure the data retention regime is able to remain up-to-date with rapidly changes to communications technologies, business practices, and law enforcement and national security threat environments.

32. Paragraph 187A(3)(c) will provide that Part 5-1A applies to a service if the person operating the service owns or operates, in Australia, infrastructure that facilitates, or relates to, the provision of any of its services, of a kind referred to in paragraph (a). The term infrastructure should be given its natural meaning within the context it appears. The intention of paragraph 187A(3)(c) is that Part 5-1A will apply to a service if the person operating the service owns or operates infrastructure in Australia relating to any of its services, irrespective of whether the person owns or operates infrastructure in Australia relating to the particular service in question.

33. Data retention obligations will not, however, apply to a broadcasting service (within the meaning of the Broadcasting Services Act 1992). The definition of a ‘telecommunications service’ in section 5 of the TIA Act currently excludes a service for carrying communications solely by means of radiocommunication. This exclusion is appropriate for the purposes of prohibiting and regulating the lawful interception of telecommunications, where it is appropriate to consider the end-to-end passage of a communication across a telecommunications system (as defined in section 5 of the TIA Act). Data retention obligations, by comparison, expressly relate to such parts of a telecommunications service or system as are operated by a given service provider and which may, therefore, involve a service for carrying communication solely by means of radiocommunication. As such,
subsection 187A(3) does not incorporate the radiocommunications exception, but excludes broadcasting services.

Subsection 187A(4)—Information not required to be kept

34. Paragraph 187A(4)(a) will provide that service providers will not be required to keep information or documents that are the contents or substance of a communication, such as the words spoken during a phone call, or an e-mail subject line. This paragraph gives effect to the relevant part of recommendation 42 of the PJCIS in its Report of the inquiry into potential reforms of Australia’s national security legislation (the PJCIS Report) that any mandatory data retention regime should apply only to telecommunications data and exclude content. The paragraph explicitly states that the obligation to keep information does not require a carrier to retain content.

35. Paragraph 187A(4)(a) will not preclude carriers from retaining the content or substance of a communication for other lawful purposes, such as their lawful business purposes. For example, a service provider that provides an e-mail service may keep the content of e-mails on a server as an inherent part of providing that service.

36. Section 172 of the TIA Act currently prohibits ASIO or enforcement agencies from authorising the disclosure of the substance or content of a communication under a data authorisation made under Chapter 4 of the Act. Agencies may only access the substance or content of a communication under a warrant, or in limited other circumstances, such as in a life-threatening emergency.

37. Paragraph 187A(4)(b) will provide that service providers will not be required to retain information or documents that state an address to which a communication was sent on the internet from a telecommunications device using an internet access service provided by the service provider, and that was obtained by the carrier only as a result of providing a service for internet access.

38. This provision gives effect to the relevant part of recommendation 42 of the PJCIS Report, that internet browsing data should be explicitly excluded from the scope of any mandatory data retention regime. This provision will go further than the PJCIS Report recommended by ensuring that service providers are not required to keep records of the uniform resource locators (URLs), internet protocol (IP) addresses, port numbers and other internet identifiers with which a person has communicated via an internet access service provided by the service provider. The provision is required because a URL will in some cases be telecommunications data rather than content.

39. Paragraph 187A(4)(b) will only apply, however, to internet address identifiers obtained by a carrier solely as the result of providing an internet access service. If the service provider obtains a destination internet address identifier as the result of providing another service, the provider will be required to keep a record of that identifier. For example, an e-mail service provider will be required to keep records of the destination internet address identifiers associated with the use of an e-mail service, such as the e-mail and IP address, and port number to which an e-mail was sent. Similarly, if a service provider that provides an internet access service to a subscriber also provides a Voice over the Internet Protocol (VoIP) service to that subscriber, the service provider will be required to keep records of any destination internet address identifiers associated with the use of that VoIP service. This could include the internet protocol (IP) address to which a VoIP call was sent.
example, however, the service provider will continue to not be required to keep records of any other destination internet address identifiers associated with web browsing.

40. Paragraph 187A(4)(b) should not be read to preclude the retention of IP addresses or port numbers allocated to a subscriber, or a communication or a device by the service provider. That information can be required to be retained by subsection 187A(2)(b).

41. Paragraph 187A(4)(c) will provide that the requirements to keep data under section 187A will not apply to data about a communication that has been carried by means of another relevant service operated by another service provider, but which is using the relevant service operated by the service provider. The purpose of this provision is to ensure that the provider of an underlying service, such as an internet access service, is not required to keep information about communications that are passing ‘over the top’ of the underlying service and that are being carried by means of another relevant service, such as a VoIP service, operated by another provider. This exception only applies, however, to the extent that it relates to such a communication. In the above example, the provider of the underlying internet access service could be required to retain information including information about the subscriber to the internet access service (subparagraph 187A(2)(a)(i)), and the date and time at which the subscriber connected and disconnected from the internet access service (paragraph 187A(2)(d)), subject to prescription of that data by regulation.

42. Paragraph 187A(4)(d) will provide that the requirements to keep data under section 187A will not apply to information that a service provider is required to delete because of a determination made under section 99 of the Telecommunications Act. An example of such a determination is the Telecommunications (Service Provider—Identity Checks for Pre-paid Public Mobile Carriage Services) Determination 2013.

43. Paragraph 187A(4)(e) will provide that a service provider is not required to keep information about the location of a telecommunications device that is not information used by the service provider in relation to the relevant service to which the device is connected. This could include, for example, a record of which cell tower, base station or other network access point a device was connected to. This provision will ensure, however, that service providers are not required to generate and keep location records that are more detailed than or different to the location records used in relation to the relevant service.

Subsection 187A(5) — Attempted and untariffed communications

44. Paragraph 187A(5)(a) will provide the circumstances in which an attempt to send a communication is taken to be the sending of a communication, which would trigger data retention obligations under subsection 187A(1). These circumstances would include, for example, where:

   a. a phone number is dialled, but the phone rings and is unanswered or rings out (subparagraph 187A(5)(a)(i))

   b. an e-mail server attempts to send a new e-mail to an e-mail client, but the client e-mail server does not exist or is not working (subparagraph 187A(5)(a)(ii)), or

   c. a mobile phone number is dialled, but the destination mobile phone is switched off and so is not recorded on the network’s Visitor Location Register; as such, the
network does not attempt to connect the phone call and instead informs the caller that the phone is switched off or unavailable (subparagraph 187A(5)(a)(iii)).

45. Paragraph 187A(5)(b) will clarify that untariffed communications, such as 1800 phone calls, communications sent using ‘unlimited’ phone or internet plans, or free internet or application services, are communications for data retention purposes.

Subsection 187A(6)—Service providers must create information or a document if not already created by the operation of the relevant service

46. Subsection 187A(6) will clarify that if the information or documents that service providers are required to keep under subsection 187A(1) are not created by the operation of the relevant service, or if they are only created in a transient fashion, then the service provider is required to use other means to create this information or document.

47. Mandatory data retention is the creation of a consistent minimum standard across the telecommunications industry for what data is to be collected and how long it is to be retained. Subsection 187A(6) will ensure that all service providers must meet this minimum standard, whether or not that data is currently being collected or retained by the relevant service provider.

Subsection 187A(7)—Two or more communications taken to be a single communication

48. Subsection 187A(7) provides that for the purposes of certain information or documents required to be kept under paragraphs 187A(2)(b), (c), (d) and (f), two or more communications that together constitute a single communications session are taken to be a single communication.

49. The purpose of subsection 187A(7) is to ensure that providers are not required to record the source, destination, time, date and duration of a communication or the location of a device throughout a communications session.

50. For example, a smartphone connected to a mobile data network may have multiple applications running in the background, each of which may routinely communicate with remote servers, such as to seek and obtain updates. As such, the smartphone may send and receive a near-continuous stream of communications. However, these communications may together constitute a single communications session. Absent this provision, providers could, for example, be required to record the location of the device on a near-continuous basis. The effect of the provision is that providers will only be required to record prescribed location information for the overall communication rather than its constituent components.

51. Whether a series of communications constitutes a single communications session is a question of technical fact and will depend upon the objective operation of the provider’s network or service. This question should not be determined from the user’s perspective, as the provider subject to data retention obligations will generally be unable to assess a user’s intentions in this regard, and in many cases, users are unlikely to be aware of when their device is communicating, such as when applications installed on a smartphone or computer are automatically seeking and receiving updates.
New section 187B—Certain service providers not covered by this Part

52. Section 187B will exclude certain service providers from being required to comply with data retention obligations under new subsection 187A(1) of the Act. The purpose of proposed section 187B will be to ensure that entities such as governments, universities and corporations will not be required to retain telecommunications data in relation to their own internal networks (provided these services are not offered to the general public), and that providers of communications services in a single place, such as free Wi-Fi access in cafes and restaurants are not required to retain telecommunications data in relation to those services. However, the CAC can declare that data from such services must nevertheless be retained.

53. Subparagraph 187B(1)(a)(i) will provide that data retention obligations do not apply if the service is provided only to a person’s ‘immediate circle’ within the meaning given by section 23 of the Telecommunications Act. This definition includes (amongst other things) persons in corporate networks, government networks and tertiary institutions. Such networks will be excluded from data retention obligations if the carriage services (as defined in the Telecommunications Act) associated with them are not available to the general public.

54. Subparagraph 187B(1)(a)(ii) will provide that data retention obligations do not apply if the service is provided only to places that are all in the same area, as defined in section 36 of the Telecommunications Act. Section 36 of the Telecommunications Act describes a range of circumstances in which places are considered to be all in the same area. Generally speaking, the concept of ‘same area’ will include (amongst other things) places such as university campuses, cafes or restaurants.

55. Paragraph 187B(1)(b) will qualify the exemptions in paragraph 187B(1)(a) by providing that the CAC can make a declaration under subsection 187A(2) that data must nevertheless be retained in relation to the relevant services.

56. Subsection 187B(2) will provide that the CAC can declare that the provider of an ‘immediate circle’ or ‘same area’ service (as defined in subsection 187B(1)) is nevertheless required to retain telecommunications data in relation to the relevant services according to the requirements of subsection 187A(1).

57. Subsection 187B(3) will provide that in making a declaration under subsection 187B(2), the CAC must take into account the interests of law enforcement and national security and the objects of the Telecommunications Act. The main (but not the only) objects of the Telecommunications Act are set out in section 3(1) of that Act and are to provide a regulatory framework that promotes:

   a. the long-term interests of end-users of carriage services or of services provided by means of carriage services

   b. the efficiency and international competitiveness of the Australian telecommunications industry, and

   c. the availability of accessible and affordable carriage services that enhance the welfare of Australians.

58. Subsection 187B(4) will provide that the CAC’s declaration must be in writing.
Subsection 187B(5) will provide that a declaration made by the CAC under this section is not a legislative instrument. Subsection 187B(5) will be included to assist readers, as a declaration made by the CAC under this section is not a legislative instrument within the meaning of section 5 of the *Legislative Instruments Act 2003*.

**New section 187C—Period for keeping information and documents**

Section 187C will set out the required period for service providers to retain specified telecommunications data. A retention requirement of two years is consistent with the aim of the legislation and is necessary having regard to the reasonable requirements of national security and law enforcement agencies to have telecommunications data available for investigations and the privacy of users of the Australian telecommunications system. Experience under the former European data retention scheme was that, while frequently data accessed by agencies was less than six months old, for national security and serious criminal offences, data up to two years old would often be required for the most complex investigations into crimes and threats to national security that can have the most damaging effect.

However, the retention period in section 187C will be subject to an exemptions regime to be implemented in proposed Division 3 of Part 5-1A. In particular, paragraph 187K(1)(c) will allow the CAC to reduce the required retention period. In addition, data retention implementation plans that a service provider may provide under proposed Division 2 of Part 5-1A of the TIA Act may also be relevant to the period for which a service provider must retain relevant data. It will be possible for a data retention implementation plan to specify a retention period for a service provider of less than two years in relation to services under the plan while the plan is in force.

Paragraph 187C(1)(a) will set out the required period for retention of subscriber telecommunications data. Subscriber telecommunications data is the documents or information of the kind described in proposed paragraph 187A(2)(a) and set out in regulations. For basic subscriber data, a service provider must retain the data from when it was created until two years after the closure of the relevant account. Records relating to the use of an account, such as call-charge records, are significantly less useful if they cannot be associated with a real-world subscriber. Subscriber records are typically generated when an account or service is opened, and may not be updated for many years. The purpose of this provision is to ensure that subscriber records associated with an account are available throughout the life of the account, and for as long as records relating to communications sent using that account are retained. This is intended to ensure that the necessary information is available to establish a connection between a particular communication and the subscriber.

This provision is subject to subsection 187C(2), which permits the Governor-General to prescribe in regulations that the retention period for certain information of a kind described in paragraph 187A(2)(a) is the period ending two years after the information came into existence.

Paragraph 187C(1)(b) will set out the required retention period for all types of data that is required to be retained, other than subscriber data. In general terms, this will include telecommunications traffic data. Specifically, it will mean the information or documents referred to in paragraphs 187A(2)(b)-(f) and set out in the applicable regulations. As the
provision provides, the required retention period for this data is from when that data came
into existence until two years after it came into existence.

65. Subsection 187C(3) will provide that a service provider is not prevented by the
provisions of new section 187C from keeping telecommunications data for longer periods
that those set down in section 187C. This means, for example, that service providers will not
be prevented by new section 187C from retaining telecommunications data for longer than
two years for their own lawful business purposes.

66. However, the Australian Privacy Principles (APPs), as set out in Schedule 1 of the
Privacy Act 1988 (the Privacy Act), will still apply to service providers and their dealings
with the telecommunications data that is personal information and that is required to be
retained under the new Part 5-1A of the TIA Act. For example, APP 11.2 requires entities to
take reasonable steps to destroy personal information or to ensure that the information is de-
identified where the entity no longer needs the information for a reason set out in the APPs.
Where the required retention period for telecommunications data under the new Part 5-1A of
the TIA Act expires, entities may be required to destroy or de-identify such information if it
constitutes personal information.

67. However, as APP 11.2(d) provides, an entity is only required to destroy personal
information where ‘the entity is not required by or under an Australian law… to retain the
information’. The data retention requirements set out in new Part 5-1A of the TIA Act
constitute such a law requiring retention of the relevant information during the specified
period.

Division 2 of Part 5-1A—Data Retention Implementation Plans

68. Division 2 of Part 5-1A of the TIA Act will support the development of data retention
implementation plans. Data retention implementation plans are intended to be plans that will
allow the telecommunications industry to design a pathway to full compliance with their
telecommunications data retention obligations within 18 months of the commencement of
those obligations, while also allowing for interim measures that result in improved data
retention practices.

69. Data retention implementation plans will complement the availability of exemptions
under proposed Division 3 of Part 5-1A. For example, a service provider will be able to seek
an exemption for some of its services under Division 3 while at the same time submit an
implementation plan for some or all of its other services under Division 2.

New section 187D—Effect of data retention implementation plans

70. Section 187D will set out the effect of data retention implementation plans. While a
plan is in force in relation to a relevant service offered by the service provider, the service
provider must comply with the plan in relation to that service in lieu of the obligations that
would otherwise apply under section 187A.

New section 187E—Applying for approval of data retention implementation plans

71. Section 187E will set out the process for service providers to apply for approval of
data retention implementation plans. Submission of implementation plans by service
providers is voluntary, however in the absence of an implementation plan service providers
will be required to comply with the data retention obligations immediately on their commencement.

72. Subsection 187E(1) will provide that a service provider can apply to the CAC for approval of an implementation plan in relation to one or more services that it offers. The application provisions contained in Part 3 will permit applications to be lodged, considered and approved from the date of the Royal Assent. A service provider is not obliged to submit an implementation plan for all of its services.

73. Subsection 187E(2) will set out the matters a service provider’s implementation plan must include. The purpose of subsection 187E(2) is to ensure that a service provider’s implementation plan gives sufficient information for the CAC and any other person considering the plan to make an informed decision on the plan.

74. Paragraph 187E(2)(a) will provide that a service provider’s implementation plan will be required, in relation to each relevant service, to have an explanation of the current relevant data retention practices of the service provider. In particular, paragraph 187E(2)(a) will require the plan to explain what practices the service provider would have in relation to the information or documents it would otherwise have had to retain under section 187A, had the implementation plan not been in force. This will ensure that the CAC has sufficient knowledge of existing practices to ascertain the changes to its practices the service provider will have to undertake to meet its obligations.

75. Paragraph 187E(2)(b) will require that an implementation plan include details of the interim arrangements, if any, that a service provider proposes to implement prior to achieving full compliance. Examples of interim arrangements that a service provider could propose include collection on only part of the data set normally required to be kept under subsection 187A(1) or retention of such data for less than two years. A service provider can propose more than one interim arrangement over the life of the implementation plan for any particular relevant service.

76. Paragraph 187E(2)(c) will specify that a service provider’s implementation plan will be required, in relation to each relevant service, to specify when the service provider will comply with its data retention obligations under section 187A and the required time period for retaining relevant information or documents under section 187C. However, as stated in paragraph 187E(2)(c), a service provider will not be required to provide this information in its plan to the extent that it has obtained relevant exemptions from its data retention obligations from the CAC under Division 3 of Part 5-1A of the TIA Act.

77. Subsection 187E(3) will clarify that a service provider is not able to nominate a date in its implementation plan for compliance with its data retention obligations that is later than the relevant date provided in proposed section 187H regarding when implementation plans are in force. Under subparagraph 187H(b)(i), for telecommunications services that the service provider was already operating when Part 5-1A of the TIA Act commenced, the relevant date is 18 months after commencement of Part 5-1A. Under subparagraph 187H(b)(ii), for telecommunications services that the service provider was not already operating when Part 5-1A of the TIA Act commenced, the relevant data will be 18 months after the time when the service provider started operating the service.

78. Subsection 187E(4) will provide that a service provider’s plan must also specify:
any relevant services of the service provider not covered in the implementation plan; and
the contact details of relevant employees of service providers in relation to the implementation plan.

79. The purpose of paragraph 187E(4)(a) is to ensure that the implementation plan makes it clear whether relevant services of the service provider are not proposed to be incorporated in the plan. This will provide the CAC, and any other person considering the plan, with information to make an informed decision on the plan.

80. Paragraph 187E(4)(b) will also ensure that the relevant employees of the service provider can be contacted directly in relation to the plan. Service providers should provide names, direct phone numbers and e-mail addresses of staff who have worked on or are responsible for the implementation plan. This provision is designed to avoid, for example, a situation where the CAC or other relevant persons would have to contact the service provider’s general public contact number to discuss the implementation plan.

New section 187F—Approval of data retention implementation plans

81. Section 187F will set out the process for the CAC to consider and to approve data retention implementation plans.

82. Subsection 187F(1) will provide that, if a service provider submits a plan to the CAC, the CAC must either approve the plan and notify the service provider, or give the plan back to the service provider for specified amendments. The CAC may not refuse to take the plan or decline to consider the plan.

83. Subsection 187F(2) will set out a list of factors the CAC must take into account in deciding whether or not to approve a plan submitted by a service provider. These factors will be:

- 187F(2)(a)—The desirability of the service provider achieving substantial compliance with its data retention obligations as soon as is practicable (which would take into account any interim arrangements proposed by the service provider, as well as the time by which the provider proposes that each service covered by the plan will be fully compliant).
- 187F(2)(b)—Whether the proposed implementation plan would reduce the regulatory burden on the service provider made by data retention obligations in Part 5-1A.
- 187F(2)(c)—If the service provider is not complying with its data retention obligations in relation to one or more of its services—the reasons why the service provider is not complying.
- 187F(2)(d)—The interests of law enforcement and national security.
- 187F(2)(e)—The objects of the Telecommunications Act. The main (but not the only) objects of the Telecommunications Act, as set out in section 3 of that Act, are:
  - the long-term interests of end-users of carriage services or of services provided by means of carriage services
  - the efficiency and international competitiveness of the Australian telecommunications industry, and
the availability of accessible and affordable carriage services that enhance the welfare of Australians.

- 187F(2)(f)—Any other matter the CAC considers relevant.

84. Subsection 187F(3) will provide that, if the CAC does not make a decision and communicate that decision within 60 days, it will be deemed that the CAC has made and notified the service provider of the decision the service provider asked for. The effect of this provision will be to ensure that the service provider is required to comply with the implementation plan in lieu of the obligations that otherwise apply under sections 187A and 187C. This provision will not require the CAC to make a decision within 60 days, rather the provision is intended to ensure that service providers have certainty about their obligations (and are not required to act in an manner that would pre-empt the CAC’s decision) in situations where the CAC takes more than 60 days to either approve or to request an amendment to the plan.

85. Subsection 187F(4) will qualify subsection 187F(3). Proposed subsection 187F(4) will provide that a deemed decision under subsection 187F(3) is in force only until the CAC makes and communicates to the service provider the CAC’s actual decision on the application.

86. The CAC’s decision is not reviewable under the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (the ADJR Act) as decisions under the TIA Act are not decisions to which the ADJR Act applies (see paragraph (d) of Schedule 1 to the ADJR Act). The exclusion of these decisions from the ADJR Act does not prevent decisions made under the TIA Act from being judicially reviewable under paragraph 75(v) of the Constitution and s 39B of the Judiciary Act 1901 (Cth).

New section 187G—Consultation with agencies and the ACMA

87. Section 187G will set out the consultation process that the CAC must undertake in relation to data retention implementation plan applications that it receives.

88. References to the ‘original plan’ in section 187G mean references to the data retention plan originally submitted by the service provider under section 187E of the Act, rather than to any amended version of the plan created (or proposed to be created) under the processes set out in section 187G.

89. Subsection 187G(1) will provide that, once the CAC receives an implementation plan application, the CAC must give a copy of the plan to the enforcement agencies and security authorities that are likely to be interested in the plan for comment, and may give a copy to the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA).

90. Subsection 187G(2) will govern requests for amendment of a service provider’s original plan, providing that if an enforcement agency or security authority makes a request for amendment of the plan, the CAC must consider whether the request is reasonable. If the CAC considers the request is reasonable, the CAC must give the service provider a copy of the request, and may also provide the service provider with a copy of the comment, or a summary of the comment. The CAC must then request the service provider to respond to the CAC within 30 days after receiving the comment or summary.
91. Subsection 187G(2) is intended to ensure that interested enforcement agencies and security authorities have the opportunity to comment on and request amendments to a service provider’s proposed implementation plan, and to require the CAC to provide those requests to the service provider, if he or she considers such requests to be reasonable. Subsection 187G(2) will not require the CAC to provide a service provider with a copy or summary of the comment accompanying a request as, in some cases, it will not be appropriate to do so, including where the comment relates to sensitive law enforcement or national security matters.

92. Subsection 187G(3) will provide that a service provider must respond to a request for amendment of its plan that it received under subsection 187G(2). The service provider must either:

- accept the request for amendment by giving the CAC an appropriately amended plan within the 30 day period set out in subsection 187G(2), or
- indicate that it does not accept the request for amendment and provide its reasons to the CAC.

In the event that a service provider does not comply with the requirement to respond (either adequately or at all) to the CAC in relation to the request for amendment within the 30 day period, subsection 187G(3) should be interpreted to mean that the service provider is taken not to have accepted the request for amendment. As the deeming provision under subsection 187F(3) ceases to apply once the CAC notifies a service provider of a request to amend a plan, a failure by a service provider to respond to a request for amendment within the required period may result in the service provider being subject to data retention obligations under sections 187A and 187C.

93. Subsections 187G(4) and (5) will provide for the role of ACMA in relation to proposed amendment of a service provider’s implementation plan. The purpose of subsections 187G(4) and (5) will be to require the CAC to refer disputes over proposed implementation plan amendments to ACMA for determination by ACMA.

94. Data retention implementation plans will be highly technical documents. The ACMA is the industry regulator for the telecommunications industry, and has substantial expertise relating to the technical and commercial operation of the industry. As such, the ACMA is the appropriate body to review any dispute over a request to amend a data retention implementation plan.

95. Subsection 187G(4) will apply in the event the service provider does not accept a request for amendment of its plan. If so, the CAC must refer the request for amendment to the ACMA along with the service provider’s response (if one was given) and request the ACMA to make a determination on the dispute. Under subsection 187G(5) the ACMA will then be required to determine in writing either that no amendment of the plan is necessary or that that original plan should be amended. The ACMA will only be able to determine that the original plan should be amended if the ACMA considers the amendment request to be reasonable and the service provider’s response to the request for amendment to not be reasonable. In the event that the service provider does not respond (or did not respond adequately) under proposed subsection 187G(3), prima facie that could be considered not to be a reasonable response. The ACMA must then give a copy of its determination to the service provider.
96. Subsection 187G(6) will set out what the CAC must do in relation to implementation plans amended by the service provider in accordance with a determination by the ACMA and given to the CAC. While no particular timeframe is specified in the subsection for a service provider to provide an amended plan to the CAC, the service provider should provide the amended plan within a reasonable period of time. (A guide for a reasonable period of time would be 30 days). The CAC must then either approve the amended plan or refuse to approve the plan. In either case, the CAC must notify the service provider accordingly.

97. While no specific factors are set down in section 187G, in making decisions under proposed section 187G, the CAC and the ACMA should generally take into account the list of factors in proposed subsection 187F(2).

98. Subsection 187G(7) will provide that a determination by the ACMA under subsection 187G(5) is not a legislative instrument. Subsection 187G(7) will be included to assist readers, as a determination made by the ACMA under section 187G(5) is not a legislative instrument within the meaning of section 5 of the Legislative Instruments Act 2003.

New section 187H—When data retention implementation plans are in force

99. Section 187H will set out when data retention implementation plans are in force.

100. Paragraph 187H(1)(a) will provide that a data retention implementation plan for a telecommunications service operated by a service provider commences when the CAC notifies the service provider of the CAC’s approval of the plan (which can be either the service provider’s original plan or an amended plan).

101. Paragraph 187H(1)(b) will also set out that an implementation plan ceases to be in force in relation to a service operated, in the following circumstances:

i. For telecommunications services that the service provider was already operating when Part 5-1A of the TIA Act commenced, the plan ceases to be in force 18 months after commencement of Part 5-1A of the TIA Act.

ii. For telecommunications services that the service provider was not already operating when Part 5-1A of the TIA Act commenced, the plan ceases to be in force 18 months after when the service provider started operating the service.

102. Subsection 187H(2) will define the term ‘implementation phase’ for the purposes of Part 1 of Schedule 1 of the TIA Act as being the end of the period of 18 months starting on the commencement of this Part.

New section 187J—Amending data retention implementation plans

103. Section 187J will set out when a data retention implementation plan can be amended. The purpose of this provision is to ensure that, once approved, a data retention implementation plan may only be varied with the consent of both the service provider and the CAC. This limitation is intended to provide regulatory certainty for service providers, and to ensure that law enforcement and national security interests are considered in relation to any variation.

104. Subsection 187J(2) will provide that the rules for the CAC to approve implementation plans under section 187F and section 187H also apply to applications for amendments of plans by a service provider under paragraph 187J(1)(a), as if the amendment application had
been an application in relation to an original plan under section 187E. This means that the CAC will be required to assess proposed amendments of implementation plans under section 187J in the same way as the CAC would assess applications in relation to original plan applications made under section 187E.

105. Paragraph 187J(3)(a) will provide that an amendment to a data retention implementation plan comes into force when the CAC notifies the service provider of the approval of an amendment, or when the service provider agrees to an amendment requested by the CAC. Paragraph 187J(3)(b) will provide that an amendment to a data retention plan cannot reduce or extend the period for which the implementation plan is in force (although an amended plan could specify that full compliance will be achieved prior to the end of period for which the plan is in force).

Division 3 of Part 5-1A—Exemptions

New section 187K—The Communications Access Co-ordinator may grant exemptions or variations

106. New section 187K will provide that the Communications Access Co-ordinator (CAC) may exempt a service provider from the mandatory data retention obligations imposed on the service provider under new Part 5-1A of the TIA Act, or vary the obligations that the service provider is subject to. The CAC may grant this exemption or variation on his or her own volition or on application by a service provider.

107. This exemption and variation scheme is intended to permit exemptions or variations to be granted in a range of circumstances, including where imposing data retention obligations for a particular relevant service would be of limited utility for law enforcement and national security purposes.

108. The scheme provided by this section is modelled on existing sections 192 and 193 of the TIA Act, which provide that the CAC or the ACMA may grant exemptions in relation to the interception capability obligations of service providers.

109. Subsection 187K(1) provides that the CAC may make a determination in relation to a specified service provider that:
   - removes or varies any or all of the mandatory data obligations
   - removes or varies any or all of the mandatory data obligations imposed on the service provider under Part 5-1A for a particular kind of relevant service, or
   - reduces the data retention period, either generally or in relation to data that relates to a particular kind of relevant service.

110. A variation must not, however, impose obligations that would exceed the obligations to which a service provider would otherwise be subject to under sections 187A and 187C.

111. The decision of the CAC may be expressed broadly. In making a determination, the CAC may specify service providers in any way, for example by reference to a class of service providers, and will not have to refer specifically to individual service providers. For example, the CAC may specify that any service provider that provides Internet Protocol television (IPTV) services is not required to retain any data in relation to its IPTV service. Similarly, an exemption or variation may be expressed to apply to a class of obligations.
112. Subsection 187K(1) will ensure that determinations can be properly nuanced by vesting the CAC with the ability to elaborate, either to particular service providers or generally, how the data retention obligations introduced by Part 5-1A should apply to particular technologies. For example, a determination could exempt the retention of specific information relating to satellite or mobile internet services. Those services create different types of data, therefore it is appropriate to have a method of providing greater certainty to service providers about how high-level obligations apply to diverse technologies.

113. The data retention obligations under proposed Part 5-1A may cover services that are of limited or no relevance to law enforcement or national security. These could include services relating to IPTV, content on demand, the leasing of dark fibre and machine-to-machine communications. Subsection 187K(1) recognises that, in certain instances, a service provider may not achieve complete technical compliance in relation to a particular service or some aspect of that service, or that the non-compliance has limited implications for law enforcement or national security agencies.

114. The decision of the CAC to grant an exemption or variation is not reviewable under the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) Act 1977 (the ADJR Act) as decisions under the TIA Act are not decisions to which the ADJR Act applies (see paragraph (d) of Schedule 1 to the ADJR Act). The exclusion of these decisions from the ADJR Act does not prevent decisions made under the TIA Act from being judicially reviewable under paragraph 75(v) of the Constitution and section 39B of the Judiciary Act 1901 (Cth).

115. Subsection 187K(2) will provide that the CAC’s decision must be in writing.

116. Subsection 187K(3) will provide that the CAC’s decision may be unconditional, or subject to such conditions as specified in the exemption or variation. Such conditions may include limits on the time for which the exemption or variation applies, limits on the numbers of customers or the geographic scope of a particular type of service, or requirements for ongoing consultations with agencies.

117. Subsection 187K(4) will provide that a decision made by the CAC under subsection 187K(1) is not a legislative instrument. Subsection 187K(4) has been included to assist readers, as the instrument is not a legislative instrument within the meaning of section 5 of the Legislative Instruments Act 2003.

118. Paragraph 187K(5)(a) will provide that where a service provider applies in writing for a particular decision, the CAC must give a copy of the application to affected enforcement agencies or security agencies and may give a copy to the ACMA. Where the requested exemption has an impact on the investigative capabilities or regulatory functions of an agency, it is appropriate that the CAC consults with that agency.

119. Paragraph 187K(5)(b) will provide that if the CAC does not respond to a service provider’s application within 60 days, the decision requested by the service provider is deemed to have been granted to that service provider. This provision is intended to ensure that the CAC resolves applications in a timely manner and provides certainty for service providers as to their legal obligations under the TIA Act at any given time.

120. Subsection 187K(6) will provide that the deemed decision under paragraph 187K(5)(b) has effect only until the CAC makes and communicates to the service
provider a decision on the application. This will ensure that the deemed exemption is only temporary.

121. Subsection 187K(7) will require that, in granting an exemption or variation, the CAC must take into account the interests of law enforcement and national security, which can include the relevance to law enforcement or national security of the services for which an exemption or variation is being sought.

122. The CAC must also take into account the objects of the Telecommunications Act 1997, the main object of which is to provide a regulatory framework that promotes:

- the long-term interests of users of telecommunications services,
- the efficiency and international competitiveness of the Australian telecommunications industry, and
- the availability of accessible and affordable carriage services that enhance the welfare of Australians.

123. The CAC must also take into account the service provider’s history of compliance with this Part, the service provider’s costs, or anticipated costs, of complying with data retention obligations under Part 5-1A, and any alternative data retention arrangements that the service provider has identified. Such alternative data retention arrangements could be formalised as part of an exemption or variation granted by the CAC. Service providers are in a unique position to draw to the CAC’s attention specific cost implications, and to suggest alternative compliance arrangements in support of any exemption application.

124. Subsection 187K(8) will enable the CAC to take into account any other relevant matter when deciding whether or not to grant an exemption or variation, which might include relevant technological or industry factors such as:

- the size, market share and national security and law enforcement risk profile of the service provider,
- the degree to which an exemption would effectively mitigate costs and minimise impacts on the service provider’s cash flow, and
- the pre-existing business plans of the service provider.

125. Pursuant to section 33(3) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901, the power to make or grant an instrument of administrative character, such as an exemption or variation under subsection 187K, is to be taken as including a power to repeal, rescind, revoke, amend or vary any such instrument. This power is to be exercised in the same manner and subject to the same conditions (if any) that applied to the making or granting of the instrument.

126. The CAC may seek to exercise the power to repeal or revoke an exemption or variation in a range of circumstances, including where an exemption (that has been granted on the expectation that it will remain confidential) becomes known publicly, to a class of persons, or to a specific individual in circumstances where that disclosure would have a detrimental impact on the interests of law enforcement and national security.

---

14 See section 3 of the Telecommunications Act 1997.
Division 4—Miscellaneous

New section 187L—Confidentiality of applications for exemptions etc,

127. Subsection 187L(1) will place an obligation on the CAC to treat a service provider’s application for a data retention implementation plan or an exemption from the data retention obligations as confidential, and must not disclose the service provider’s application, without the written permission of the service provider. This prohibition does not apply to disclosure to the Australian Communications and Media Authority (the ACMA), an enforcement agency or a security authority. It is appropriate that the CAC is able to consult with affected agencies and the ACMA about such applications.\(^{15}\)

128. Subsection 187L(2) will provide that where a copy of an application is disclosed to the ACMA, an enforcement agency or a security authority, that body must treat the copy as confidential, and may not disclose it to any other person or body without the written permission of the carrier. This subsection is modelled on section 202 of the TIA Act.

129. A service provider’s application for an exemption will include details about specific business processes, such as technical network infrastructure specifications which would be commercial-in-confidence. The obligation on the CAC, as well as any agencies that the application was disclosed to, to treat such applications as confidential reflects the sensitivity of the information contained in such applications, from both a commercial and national security perspective.

130. Section 187L will not require service providers to keep applications, approved implementation plans or exemptions confidential. However, revealing the existence of the fact that a service provider is not subject to data retention obligations under section 187A and 187C in relation to a particular relevant service may give rise to new or increased law enforcement and national security risks that may, in all of the circumstances, justify the CAC revoking an exemption.

New section 187M—Pecuniary penalties and infringement notices

131. Section 187E will provide that the data retention obligations set out in proposed subsection 187A(1) and the obligations under data retention implementation plans under proposed paragraph 187D(a) will be civil penalty provisions for the purposes of the Telecommunications Act. The effect of this will be to clarify that the new telecommunications data retention regime and data retention implementation plans are enforceable under the applicable enforcement mechanisms set out in the Telecommunications Act.

132. The Telecommunications Act already requires compliance with carrier licence conditions (for carriers) or service provider rules (for carriage service providers), which require, amongst other things, compliance with Chapter 5 of the TIA Act.

133. Enforcement options available in the Telecommunications Act for non-compliance with the data retention regime or a data retention implementation plan will include things such as remedial directions, formal warnings and pecuniary penalties.

\(^{15}\) See also note on new paragraph 187K(5)(a) at paragraph [97] of this Explanatory Memorandum.
134. Infringement notices are notices issued to carriers/carriage service providers (C/CSPs) by the ACMA in relation to contravention of civil penalty provisions of the Telecommunications Act (which can include for these purposes the TIA Act). The notices are designed as a more efficient means of dealing with certain penalty provisions as an alternative to instituting court proceedings for the recovery of a pecuniary penalty.

135. Subsection 572E(1) of the Telecommunications Act provides that ACMA can issue an infringement notice if a C/CSP has contravened a civil penalty provision. Proposed section 187M defines the data retention obligations in subsection 187A(1) and the data retention implementation obligations in paragraph 187D(a) as civil penalty provisions. This means the ACMA will be able to issue infringement notices in relation to contraventions of these provisions.

136. Subsections 572E(6) to (9) of the Telecommunications Act refer to a process for declaring contraventions of certain carrier licence conditions and service provider rules under the Telecommunications Act before the ACMA can issue infringement notices in relation to those matters. It will not be necessary for the ACMA to declare contraventions of subsection 187A(1) or paragraph 187D(a) of the TIA Act to be listed infringement notice provisions before ACMA can issue infringement notices in relation to these matters. This is because proposed section 187M of the TIA Act will declare these provisions to be civil penalty provisions in their own right.

New section 187N—Review of operation of Part

137. Section 187N will provide that the PJCIS must review the operation of new Part 5-1A of the TIA Act as soon as practicable after the third anniversary of the end of the implementation phase for data retention obligations. Subsection 187N(2) will require the PJCIS to give the Minister a written report of the review. This requirement is not intended to prevent the Chair of the PJCIS from tabling that report in Parliament.

138. Section 187N will give effect to the relevant part of Recommendation 43 of the 2013 PJCIS report, that the effectiveness of any mandatory data retention regime be reviewed by the PJCIS three years after its commencement.

139. Section 187N will also ensure that, after the data retention regime has been in operation for a sufficient period of time, a review is conducted to ensure the regime is operating appropriately.

140. The requirement under new subsection 187N(2) for the Committee to provide the Minister with a copy of the report is not intended to preclude the Chair of the Committee from tabling that report in Parliament.

New section 187P—Annual reports

141. Section 186 of the TIA Act lists the information enforcement agencies must provide to the Minister about data authorisations. This information is included in the Annual Report about the use of powers under the TIA Act prepared under Part 2-8 of the TIA Act and tabled by the Minister in each House of the Parliament. Subsection 187P(1) will provide that the Minister must prepare a written report on the operation of Part 5-1A (regarding data retention obligations) for each financial year. Subsection 187P(2) will require that the report be included in the Annual Report under subsection 186(2) of the TIA Act which enables the
Minister to include any information in the Annual Report that the Minister considers appropriate.

142. Subsection 187P(3) will provide that the report under subsection 187P(1) must not be made in a manner that would be likely to identify a person.

143. Section 187P will implement the relevant part of Recommendation 43 of the 2013 PJCIS report that if data retention is implemented, there should be an annual report to Parliament on the operation of the scheme. The requirement to report on the regime is consistent with the general reporting and accountability obligations already contained in the TIA Act.
PART 2—OTHER AMENDMENTS

Telecommunications Act 1997

Item 2—Section 7 (at the end of the definition of civil penalty provision)

144. This item will amend section 7 of the Telecommunications Act to clarify that a provision of the TIA Act that is declared to be a civil penalty provision is a civil penalty provision for the purposes of the TIA Act. Proposed section 187M of the TIA Act provides that the data retention obligations set out in new subsection 187A(1) and data retention implementation plan obligations in new paragraph 187D(a) are civil penalty provisions.

Item 3—Subsection 105(5A)

145. This item will amend section 105 of the Telecommunications Act, which sets out the matters on which ACMA must monitor and report in its annual reports. This clause will repeal and substitute subsection 105(5A) of the Telecommunications Act to provide that ACMA must monitor and report each financial year to the Minister on:

- The operation of Part 14 of the Telecommunications Act (which governs the assistance that carriers, carriage service providers and carriage service intermediaries must provide in relation to national security and law enforcement matters) and the costs of compliance with Part 14, and

- The costs of compliance with data retention capability obligations set out in Part 5-1A of the TIA Act.

146. Proposed paragraph 105(5A)(a) of the Telecommunications Act is only intended to re-enact the repealed subsection 105(5A) of the Telecommunications Act and no change in meaning is required. However, new paragraph 105(5A)(a) will delete an obsolete reference from subsection 105(5A) of the Telecommunications Act to Part 15 of that Act, which was repealed by the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Amendment Act 2007.

147. Proposed paragraph 105(5A)(b) of the Telecommunications Act will require ACMA to monitor and report on the costs of data retention. The purpose of paragraph 105(5A)(b) will be to provide public accountability about the costs to the telecommunications industry of implementing data retention obligations by providing that the ACMA must monitor and report on these matters.

Item 4—Subsection 314(8)

148. Section 314 of the Telecommunications Act concerns the terms and conditions on which carriers, carriage service providers and carriage service intermediaries must provide reasonably necessary assistance in relation to national security and law enforcement matters.

149. Subsection 314(8) of the Telecommunications Act clarifies that certain obligations set out in the TIA Act are not included within the provisions of section 314 of the Telecommunications Act. This item will amend subsection 314(8) of the Telecommunications Act to provide that section 314 of the Telecommunications Act does not apply in relation to data retention capability obligations set out in Part 5-1A of the TIA Act.
**Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979**

**Item 5—Subsection 5(1)**

*Implementation phase*

150. This item will insert a definition of ‘implementation phase’ into subsection 5(1) of the TIA Act. It will take on the meaning set down in subsection 187H(2). Section 187H relates to when data retention implementation plans are in force. The term ‘implementation phase’ is defined to mean, in relation to Part 5-1A of the TIA Act, ‘the end of the period of 18 months starting on the commencement’ of Part 5-1A of the TIA Act.

*Service provider*

151. This item will also insert a definition of ‘service provider’ into subsection 5(1) of the TIA Act, which will be the meaning of that term in proposed subsection 187A(1).

**Item 6—At the end of subsection 6R(3)**

152. This item will amend subsection 6R(3) of the TIA Act to provide that an act done by the Communications Access Co-ordinator (CAC) is done on behalf of all enforcements agencies, in addition to being done on behalf of interception agencies.

153. The item of this provision is to support the decisions of the CAC in relation to exemptions from the new mandatory data retention regime made in relation to enforcement agencies that are not also interception agencies.
PART 3—APPLICATION PROVISIONS

Item 7—Existing information and documents

154. Subitem (1) will provide that the requirements on service providers to keep data contained in Schedule 1 apply in relation to information and documents already being kept by service providers immediately before the commencement of this item, where the service provider had not already kept the information or documents for longer than the retention period specified by new section 187C.

155. This will ensure that any existing information and documents that have been in existence for less than two years will be retained by service providers, and will remain available for law enforcement and national security purposes.

156. These obligations may be modified under a data retention implementation plan or an exemption approved under Part 5-1A.

157. Subitem (2) is intended to provide clarification that the requirement in subitem (1) to retain existing information and documents will not require a service provider to create any information or document that was not already created by the operation of a carriage service before the commencement of this item.

158. The data retention requirements contained in new Part 5-1A as inserted by Item 1 of Schedule 1 do not have retrospective application.

Item 8—Reducing the period for keeping information or documents

159. This item will commence on Royal Assent and requires that service providers must not reduce the length of time for which they retain information or documents that will be subject to data retention obligations under Part 5-1A in the period between Royal Assent and the commencement of Part 5-1A.

160. The purpose of this item is to prevent any further degradation of industry retention practices prior to the commencement of Part 5-1A.

161. This item will interact with the implementation planning and exemption frameworks. An implementation plan approved under new section 187F, or an exemption granted under new section 187K, may modify the period for which a service provider will, after the commencement of Part 5-1A, be required to keep or cause to be kept information or documents under Part 5-1A. As such, if a service provider has an implementation plan approved or is granted an exemption prior to the commencement of Part 5-1A, the provider will be permitted to keep the information or documents covered by that plan or exemption for the period specified in that plan or exemption, even if that period is shorter than the period for which the service provider kept that information or those documents at Royal Assent.

162. This item will be taken to be a civil penalty provision for the purposes of the Telecommunications Act.
Item 9—Applications made before commencement of Part 5-1A

163. Subitem 9(1) will provide that at any time after this legislation receives the Royal Assent a service provider may apply to the Communications Access Co-ordinator (the CAC) for either or both of the following:

   (a) (i) approval of a data retention implementation plan

   (ii) an amendment of a data retention implementation plan, and

   (b) a decision to exempt the service provider from any or all of the obligations under new subsection 187K(1).

164. This will enable service providers to seek approval of plans and to facilitate a decision by the CAC on the request before the commencement of the data retention obligations.

165. Subitem 9(2) will provide that paragraph (1)(a) of this item (application for the approval of a data retention implementation plan after the Royal Assent) does not apply unless the application would, if it had been made after the commencement of new Part 5-1A, have complied with the requirements for applying for the approval of data retention implementation plans under new section 187E.

166. The effect of this subitem is to require that applications by a service provider made prior to the commencement of the main data retention amendments for the approval of a data retention implementation plan must still comply with the requirements for such an application under new section 187E.

167. Subitem 9(3) will provide that applications for the approval of a data retention implementation plan made under paragraph 9(1)(a) will be taken to be an application under new section 187E for the purposes of subsection 187E(4).

Item 10—Decisions made before commencement of Part 5-1A

168. Subitem 10(1) will provide that the power of the CAC to make decisions under new sections 187F (approval of data retention implementation plans), 187G (consultation with interception agencies and the ACMA), 187J (amending data retention implementation plans) and 187K (exemptions) is taken, for the purposes of section 4 of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 (AIA), to be a power to make an instrument of an administrative character.

169. Section 4 of the AIA allows for the exercise of powers of an administrative character conferred by an Act before the commencement of that Act.

170. The ability of the CAC to make these decisions before the commencement of new Part 5-1A (as inserted by Item 1 of Schedule 1 of this legislation) will ensure that the data retention scheme will be fully effective upon the commencement of the main amendments.

171. Subitem 10(2) is a transitional application provision. It will provide that new subsection 187F(3) applies, in relation to applications for the approval of data retention implementation plans made before the commencement of Part 5-1A, as if references in that subsection to 60 days were references to the number of days provided for in subitem (4) of this item.
172. New subsection 187F(3) will provide that a service provider’s application to the CAC for the approval of a data retention implementation plan is deemed to have been granted if the CAC does not make a decision within 60 days.

173. Subitem 10(3) is a transitional application provision. It will provide that new paragraph 187K(5)(b) applies, in relation to applications for exemptions made before the commencement of Part 5-1A, as if references in that subsection to 60 days were references to the number of days provided for in subitem (4).

174. New subsection 187K(5) will provide that a service provider’s application to the CAC for an exemption from the data retention obligations under new section 187A is deemed to have been granted if the CAC does not make a decision within 60 days.

175. Subitem 10(4) provides that for the purposes of subitems 10(2) and (3), the number of days is the period between the day the application was made and the day immediately before Part 5-1A commences; and 60 days, whichever is greater.

176. Subitems 10(2) and (3) will have the effect of providing the CAC with at least 60 days to consider applications before an approval is deemed. This time period will ensure that the CAC will have enough time to properly consider any applications received prior to the commencement of Part 5-1A.

Item 11—Keeping information or documents before commencement of Part 5-1A

177. This item will provide that a service provider may keep or cause to be kept the information or documents the service provider is required to keep or cause to be kept under the data retention obligations contained in new Part 5-1A as inserted by Item 1 of Schedule 1, before the commencement of those data retention obligations.

178. Australian Privacy Principles 3.2 and 11.2 prohibit entities from collecting and retaining data that is not reasonably necessary for its functions or activities in the absence of a legislative obligation (which will not exist until the data retention obligations commence) to do so.

179. However, it may be more commercially efficient for a carrier to commence retaining data at some point prior to the commencement of the data retention obligations. For example, if a carrier designs and builds a new data retention system, it may wish to shut down its existing system and transition to the new system prior to the commencement date to save on capital and operating costs.

180. This provision will ensure that service providers are not in breach of their obligations under the Privacy Act 1988 should they retain relevant data before the commencement of the data retention requirements.
SCHEDULE 2—RESTRICTING ACCESS TO STORED COMMUNICATIONS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS DATA

Overview of measures

181. This Schedule will amend the Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979 (the TIA Act) to limit the types of agencies that can apply for stored communications warrants under Part 3-3 of Chapter 3 of the TIA Act and the types of authorities and bodies that can authorise the disclosure of telecommunications data under Division 4, Part 4-1 of Chapter 4 of the TIA Act.

182. These amendments recognise the widespread community acceptance and use of stored communications (including text messages and e-mails) and the greater privacy sensitivity of these communications, which reveal content and the substance of a person’s discussions with others, compared to telecommunications data. Currently, authorities and bodies that are an ‘enforcement agency’ can apply to an independent issuing authority (appointed under section 6DB of the TIA Act) for a stored communications warrant to investigate a ‘serious contravention’ of the law. While this requirement limits the availability of stored communications warrants to enforcement agencies that investigate offences with at least a three year imprisonment penalty or a fine of at least 900 penalty units, this Schedule will further reduce the availability of stored communications warrants by limiting access to stored communications to agencies that are criminal law-enforcement agencies.

183. Currently, access to telecommunications data is regulated by Chapter 4 of the TIA Act, which permits enforcement agencies to authorise telecommunications carriers to disclose telecommunications data where that information is reasonably necessary for the enforcement of the criminal law, a law imposing a pecuniary penalty, or the protection of the public revenue. An ‘enforcement agency’ is broadly defined to include all interception agencies as well as a body whose functions include administering a law imposing a pecuniary penalty or administering a law relating to the protection of the public revenue. In practice, the range of agencies that are enforcement agencies and who can authorise the disclosure of telecommunications data is broad and includes local government councils and Commonwealth and State Departments and Agencies. In 2012-13, approximately 80 enforcement agencies made historic data authorisations.

184. Schedule 2 will amend the existing definition of ‘enforcement agency’ to limit access to telecommunications data to criminal law-enforcement agencies and authorities or bodies that have been declared by the Minister to be an ‘enforcement agency’. These amendments are consistent with the recommendation of the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (the PJCIS) in the 2013 Report of the inquiry into potential reforms of Australia’s national security legislation (Recommendation 5) that the number of agencies able to access telecommunications data be reduced.

185. These amendments are also consistent with Australia’s international legal obligations under the Convention on Cybercrime. Article 14(2) of the Cybercrime Convention requires

---

parties to ensure that telecommunications data (and other evidence in electronic form, other than the content of communications and prospective or future telecommunications data) is available for the investigation of any criminal offence. Schedule 2 complies with this obligation by ensuring that telecommunications data is available to agencies with a demonstrated need to access data.

186. The data access arrangements contained in Schedule 2 are subject to new oversight and accountability requirements detailed in Schedule 3 of the Bill. Together, the Schedules introduce a new data access framework that better protects privacy while ensuring that data is available to investigate criminal offences and other activities that threaten community safety and security.

187. Part 1 of this Schedule contains the main amendments to Chapters 3 and 4. These provisions will restrict access to stored communications to criminal law enforcement agencies, and will amend the definition of ‘criminal law enforcement agency’ and ‘enforcement agency’.

188. Part 2 of this Schedule contains other amendments that are consequential to the amendments contained in Part 1.

189. Part 3 of this Schedule provides for how the amendments contained in Schedule 2 apply upon their commencement.

PART 1—MAIN AMENDMENTS

Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979

Item 1—Subparagraphs 107J(1)(a)(i) and (ii)

190. Subparagraph 107J(1)(a)(i) of the TIA Act enables any enforcement agency to issue a historic domestic preservation notice to a carrier to preserve specified stored communications held by a carrier on the day the notice is noticed. Subparagraph 107J(1)(a)(ii) allows enforcement agencies that are also interception agencies to issue ongoing preservation notices. Ongoing notices require carriers to keep relevant stored communications held by the carrier for up to 30 days from receipt of the notice. The term ‘interception agency’ is defined in section 5 of the TIA Act and is limited to agencies such as the Australian Federal Police and State Police Forces eligible to apply under Part 2-5 of the TIA Act for an interception warrant.

191. Item 1 will remove the references to an ‘enforcement agency’ in subsection 107(J)(1) of the TIA Act and substitute the new definition of a ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ in section 110A of the Act. Amending the definition will strengthen privacy protections in relation to stored communications by limiting the availability of historic domestic preservation notices to those agencies who can apply for stored communications warrants under the TIA Act as amended by this Schedule. Ongoing domestic preservation notices will continue to be limited to interception agencies.

---

19 See also Council of Europe, Explanatory Report to the Convention on Cybercrime, paragraph 141.
**Item 2—Subsection 110(1)**

192. Subsection 110(1) of the TIA Act provides that an enforcement agency may apply to an issuing authority for a stored communications warrant in respect of a person.

193. Item 2 will remove the reference to an ‘enforcement agency’ in subsection 110(1) of the Act and substitute the new definition of a ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ in section 110A of the Act.

194. Amending the definition will reduce the number of agencies that can apply for stored communications warrants from all enforcement agencies that investigate serious contraventions to those authorities and bodies that are recognised under new section 110A of the Act as being criminal law-enforcement agencies.

**Item 3—After section 110**

**New section 110A – meaning of criminal law-enforcement agency**

195. Currently, criminal law-enforcement agencies can issue historic domestic preservation notices, and access stored communications and prospective telecommunications data. Agencies that fall within the broader definition of ‘enforcement agency’ are also able to issue historic domestic preservation notices and apply for stored communications warrants.

196. New section 110A will insert a new definition of ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ after section 110 of the TIA Act. The new definition will remove the ability of enforcement agencies that are not also criminal law-enforcement agencies to issue historic domestic preservation notices under subsection 107J(1) and to apply for stored communications warrants under section 110 of the Act. These amendments recognise that while governments at all levels have charged a range of authorities and bodies with responsibility for investigating or enforcing offences punishable by significant prison terms (at least a three year term) access to stored communications should be limited to agencies with a demonstrated investigative need and practices to safeguard the use and disclosure of information obtained under a stored communications warrant.

**Subsection 110A(1) – meaning of criminal law-enforcement agency**

197. Subsection 110A(1) will provide that the following agencies, authorities and bodies are ‘criminal law-enforcement agencies’:
   (a) the Australian Federal Police
   (b) a Police Force of a State
   (c) the Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity
   (d) the Australian Crime Commission
   (e) the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service
   (f) the Crime Commission
   (g) the Independent Commission Against Corruption
   (h) the Police Integrity Commission
   (i) the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
   (j) the Crime and Corruption Commission of Queensland
   (k) the Corruption and Crime Commission
(l) the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption, and
(m) subject to subsection (7), an authority or body for which a declaration under
subsection (3) is in force.

198. New section 110A will include all the interception agencies listed in the current
definition of criminal law-enforcement agency in section 5(1) of the TIA Act. The Australian
Customs and Border Protection Service will also be included as it is prescribed by the
Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Regulations 1987 to be a criminal
law-enforcement agency for the purposes of paragraph (k) of the definition of ‘enforcement
agency’ in subsection 5(1) of the TIA Act.

199. New paragraph 110A(1)(m) will allow the Minister to declare authorities or bodies to
be criminal law-enforcement agencies to accommodate the creation of any new agencies or
any changes in agency functions over time.

Subsections 110A(2) to (6) – Declaration of an authority or body as a criminal law-
enforcement agency

200. New subsections 110A(2) to (9) will allow the Minister to declare authorities or
bodies to be ‘criminal law-enforcement agencies’ for the purposes of paragraph 110A(1)(m).
This power will replace paragraph (k) in the definition of enforcement agency in section 5(1)
of the TIA Act that allows the Governor-General to make regulations prescribing an agency
to be an enforcement agency. Agencies that are prescribed under paragraph (k) are also
criminal law-enforcement agencies for the purposes of the TIA Act.

201. Under new subsection 110A(2), the head of an authority or body will be able to ask
the Minister to declare the authority or body to be a criminal law-enforcement agency. New
subsection 110A(3) will also allow the Minister to make a declaration without an application.

202. Before making a declaration, the Minister must consider the factors listed in
paragraphs (a)-(f) of new subsection 110A(4). The current regulation making power in
relation to paragraph (k) of the definition of enforcement agency does not prescribe any
factors that must be considered in making a decision whether or not to prescribe an agency.
New subsection 110A(4) will ensure that authorities and bodies provide consistent and
detailed information about their functions and privacy practices necessary to make an
informed decision about an agency’s need to access stored communications and the
appropriateness of that agency having such information.

203. New subsection 110A(5) means that the Minister will be able to consult with any
persons or bodies the Minister considers should be consulted with before making a
declaration under subsection 110A(4). The Minister can consult with the Commonwealth
Privacy Commissioner and the Commonwealth Ombudsman but is not limited to consulting
with those bodies.

204. New subsection 110A(6) when read with new subsection 110A(7) means that
authorities and bodies may only be granted the status of a criminal law-enforcement agency
or enforcement agency for certain powers available under Chapter 3 or Chapter 4 of the
TIA Act. Authorities may investigate a range of offences only some of which are serious
contraventions (under section 5E of the TIA Act serious contraventions are limited to
offences punishable by a period, or a maximum period, of at least three years’ imprisonment
or an equivalent fine or pecuniary penalty). In these circumstances the interaction of these
two subsections means the Minister could limit an authority’s status as a criminal law enforcement agency to the offences with a three year or more imprisonment term.

205. New subsection 110A(3) will also enable the Minister to declare certain persons specified in the declaration to be ‘officers’ of the criminal law-enforcement agency. Under the TIA Act, officers, as defined in subsection 5(1) of the Act, have various roles and responsibilities. For example, under section 110 of the TIA Act, applications for stored communications warrants can be made on an agency’s behalf by officers holding a management position in that agency. Enabling persons to be declared as officers of a particular criminal law enforcement agency will facilitate the effective operation of the TIA Act in relation to that agency.

206. Decisions about declarations are not subject to review under the Administrative Decisions Judicial Review Act 1977 (the ADJR Act) as decisions under the TIA Act are not decisions to which the ADJR Act applies (see paragraph (d) of Schedule 1 to the ADJR Act). The exclusion of these decisions from the ADJR Act does not prevent decisions made under the TIA Act from being judicially reviewed under paragraph 75(v) of the Constitution. Declarations under subsection 110A(3) are also subject to parliamentary review as they are legislative instruments under the Legislative Instruments Act 2003 and can be disallowed under Part 5 of that Act.

207. New subsection 110A(8) will enable the Minister to revoke a declaration made under subsection (3) if the Minister is no longer satisfied that the circumstances justify the declaration remaining in force. This provision will address a shortfall in the current Act whereby agencies that meet the definition of a criminal law-enforcement agency retain that status even if their functions change. New subsection 110A(8) will ensure that only agencies with a demonstrated need for stored communications will be able to obtain this information.

208. Under new subsection 110A(9) the revocation of a declaration will not affect the validity of:

- a domestic preservation notice given by the authority or body
- a stored communications warrant issued to the authority or body that was in force immediately before the revocation took effect, or
- an authorisation made by an authorised officer of the authority or body under Division 4 of Part 4-1.

This will allow authorities and bodies to rely on notices and authorisations already issued or warrants already obtained for the duration of their independent validity period and to protect carriers who act on a notice, authorisation or a stored communications warrant before becoming aware of the revocation.

**Item 4—Before section 177**

**New section 176A – meaning of enforcement agency**

209. Item 4 will insert new section 176A before section 177 of the TIA Act.
210. New section 176A will replace the current definition of ‘enforcement agency’ in subsection 5(1) of the TIA Act with a definition that limits the authorities and bodies that can access telecommunications data to criminal law-enforcement agencies and authorities and bodies declared under section 176A to be an enforcement agency.

211. Currently the definition of ‘enforcement agency’ in section 5(1) of the TIA Act provides that the following agencies are enforcement agencies:

(a) the Australian Federal Police
(b) a Police Force of a State
(c) the Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity
(d) the Australian Crime Commission
(e) the Crime Commission
(f) the Independent Commission Against Corruption
(g) the Police Integrity Commission
(h) the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
(i) the Crime and Misconduct Commission
(j) the Corruption and Crime Commission
(ja) the Independent Commissioner Against Corruption
(k) an authority established by or under a law of the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory that is prescribed by the regulations for the purposes of this paragraph
(l) a body or organisation responsible to the Ministerial Council for Police and Emergency Management - Police
(m) the CrimTrac Agency
(n) any body whose functions include:
   (i) administering a law imposing a pecuniary penalty; or
   (ii) administering a law relating to the protection of the public revenue.

212. The reference to ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ in new paragraph 176A(a) will replace the agencies listed at paragraphs (a) to (k) in the current definition (see Item 3 above).

213. Paragraph (l) of the definition of ‘enforcement agency’ is an open-ended description and will be omitted from new paragraph 176A. Deleting this reference will ensure that only agencies specifically listed in the section, or declared to be enforcement agencies following consideration of the factors listed in paragraph 176A(4), can access telecommunications data.

214. Current paragraph (m), which refers to the CrimTrac Agency, will also be deleted from the new definition. CrimTrac develops and maintains national police information sharing services between Australian law enforcement agencies, particularly by delivering national database systems such as the National Child Sex Offender Register, the National Automated Fingerprint Identification System and the National Criminal Investigation DNA Database. CrimTrac does not however, enforce laws by investigating and prosecuting specific instances of wrongdoing (whether in a primary or supporting role).

215. Current paragraph (n) will be removed from the new definition. Paragraph (n) is broad and increases the possibility that authorities and bodies that do not have a compelling current need to access telecommunications data may be able to authorise the disclosure of this information. The definition as unamended by this Bill encompasses a wide range of Commonwealth, State, Territory and local government agencies as well as bodies such as the
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals that have law enforcement roles under State legislation. Many of these bodies are responsible for investigating serious activities and behaviours. For example, under Queensland’s *Animal Care and Protection Act 2001*, the offence of animal cruelty has a maximum penalty of 2,000 penalty units or 3 years imprisonment.

216. While the existing arrangements limit who within an authority or body can access telecommunications data and for what purposes, the scope of current paragraph (n) means that telecommunications data could potentially be available to a large number of agencies as the TIA Act does not have a clear mechanism for determining which authorities and bodies fall within the definition of an ‘enforcement agency’. New section 176A will rectify this concern by introducing a power at subsection 176A(3) for the Minister to declare a specific authority or body to be an enforcement agency for the purposes of the TIA Act.

**Subsections 176A(2) to (7) – Declaration of an authority or body as an enforcement agency**

217. Subsections 176A(2) to (7) will set out the process to be used by the Minister in considering whether to declare an authority or body to be an enforcement agency.

218. Under proposed subsection 176A(2) the head of an authority or body will be able to request that the Minister declare the authority or body to be an enforcement agency. New subsection 176A(3) will allow the Minister to make a declaration without an application.

219. Before making a declaration, the Minister must consider the factors listed in paragraphs (a)-(f) of new subsection 176A(4). These factors include considering whether an authority or body complies with the Australian Privacy Principles or a comparable scheme or proposes to comply with a scheme providing a similar level of privacy protection. New subsection 176A(4) will ensure that authorities and bodies provide consistent and detailed information about their functions and privacy practices necessary to make an informed decision about an authority’s or body’s need to access telecommunications data and the appropriateness of that authority or body having such information.

220. New subsection 176A(5) means that the Minister will be able to consult with any persons or bodies the Minister considers should be consulted before making a declaration under subsection 176A(4). The Minister can consult with the Commonwealth Privacy Commissioner and the Ombudsman but is not limited to consulting with those bodies.

221. New subsection 176A(6) when read with new subsection 176A(7) means that an authority or body may only be granted the status of an enforcement agency for certain powers available under Chapter 4 of the TIA Act. For instance, an authority’s functions may include administering legislation that imposes pecuniary penalties of a minor degree as well as offences with significant penalties. In these circumstances the interaction of these two subsections means the Minister could limit an authority’s ability to access telecommunications data to the offence with more significant penalties.

222. The reference to ‘pecuniary penalties’ in proposed subparagraph 176A(4)(a)(ii) relates to penalties for breaches of Commonwealth laws that are not prosecuted criminally or that impose a penalty which serves as an administrative alternative to prosecution (often referred to as civil or administrative penalty provisions). Pecuniary penalties for the purposes of this provision are not intended to encompass small-scale administrative fines.
223. The concept of ‘public revenue’ in proposed subparagraph 176A(4)(a)(iii) includes State and Territory revenue in addition to Commonwealth revenue. Lawful obligations charged on a regular basis such as taxes, levies, rates and royalties are also included but occasional charges, such as fines, are not. ‘Protecting the public revenue’ will also include the activities of agencies and bodies undertaken to ensure that those lawful obligations are met; for example routine collection, audits, investigatory and debt recovery actions.

224. The term ‘revenue’ is not intended to be limited to incoming monies from taxation but could also extend to ‘monies which belong to the Crown, or monies to which the Crown has a right, or monies which are due to the Crown’. The term ‘protection of public revenue’ is intended to extend to protecting the revenue from which compensation or similar payments are paid, including circumstances where it is sought to ensure that wrongful payments are not made out of that revenue. The term does not include activities aimed at identifying and eliminating inefficient but lawful spending of public monies. The concept of ‘administering’ a law in subparagraphs 176A(4)(a)(ii) and (iii) will also include bodies whose functions include investigating possible breaches of relevant laws as this work plays an important role in carrying legislation into effect (including by ensuring that the obligations imposed by the legislation are carried out).

225. The meaning of ‘enforcement of the criminal law’, for the purposes of subparagraph 176A(4)(a)(i), will include the process of investigating crime and prosecuting criminals. It will also include precursory and secondary intelligence gathering activities which support the investigating and prosecution of suspected offences. The term ‘criminal law’ includes any Commonwealth, State or Territory law that makes particular behaviour an offence punishable by fine or imprisonment.

226. New subsection 176A(3) will also enable the Minister to declare certain persons specified in the declaration to be ‘officers’ of the criminal law-enforcement agency. Under the TIA Act, officers, as defined in subsection 5(1) of the Act, have various roles and responsibilities. For example, under section 185C of the TIA Act, evidentiary certificates relating to acts by enforcement agencies may be issued by a certifying officer of that agency. Enabling persons to be declared as officers of a particular enforcement agency will facilitate the effective operation of the TIA Act in relation to that agency.

227. Decisions about declarations are not subject to review under the Administrative Decisions Judicial Review Act 1977 (the ADJR Act) as decisions under the TIA Act are not decisions to which the ADJR Act applies (see paragraph (d) of Schedule 1 to the ADJR Act). The exclusion of these decisions from the ADJR Act does not prevent decisions made under the TIA Act from being judicially reviewed under paragraph 75(v) of the Constitution. Declarations under subsection 176A(3) are also subject to parliamentary review as they are legislative instruments under the Legislative Instruments Act 2003 and can be disallowed under Part 5 of that Act.

228. New subsection 176A(8) will enable the Minister to revoke a declaration made under subsection (3) if the Minister is no longer satisfied that the circumstances justify the declaration remaining in force. New subsection 176A(8) will ensure that only agencies with a demonstrated need for telecommunications data will be able to authorise service providers to disclose this information.

20 Stephens v Abrahams (1902) 27 VLR 753 at 767; see also Lush v Coles (1967) 2 All ER 585 at 588.
229. Under new subsection 176A(9) revocation of a declaration will not affect the validity of an authorisation made by the authorised officer of an authority or body immediately before the revocation took effect. This provision will allow authorities and bodies to rely on authorisations already issued and will protect carriers who act on an authorisation before becoming aware of the revocation.
PART 2—OTHER AMENDMENTS

Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979

Item 5—Subsection 5(1) (definition of Crime and Misconduct Commission)


231. Item 5 will amend the definition of Crime and Misconduct Commission in subsection 5(1) of the TIA Act to recognise the Commission’s change of name.

Item 6—Subsection 5(1) (definition of criminal law-enforcement agency)

232. Item 6 will repeal the definition of ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ in subsection 5(1) of the TIA Act and replace it with the definition of ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ in section 110A.

233. Item 6 is consequential to Item 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 2, which will insert the new definition of ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ in section 110A into the TIA Act.

Item 7—Subsection 5(1) (definition of enforcement agency)

234. Item 7 will repeal the definition of ‘enforcement agency’ in subsection 5(1) of the TIA Act and replace it with the definition of ‘enforcement agency’ in section 176A.

235. Item 7 is consequential to Item 4 of Part 1 of Schedule 2, which will insert the new definition of ‘enforcement agency’ in section 176A into the TIA Act.

Item 8—Subsection 5(1) (at the end of the definition of officer)

236. Item 8 will add new paragraphs (n) and (o) to the end of the definition of ‘officer’ in subsection 5(1) of the TIA Act. The definition of ‘officer’ specifies the class of persons who may be taken to be officers of certain agencies, eligible Commonwealth authorities or eligible authorities of a State.

237. Paragraph (n) provides that for a criminal law enforcement agency for which a declaration under subsection 110A(3) is in force, an officer is a person specified, or of a kind specified, in the declaration to be an officer of the criminal law enforcement agency for the purposes of the TIA Act. This item is consequential to Item 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 2, which will insert the new definition of ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ in section 110A into the TIA Act.

238. Paragraph (o) provides that for an enforcement agency for which a declaration under subsection 176A(3) is in force, an officer is a person specified, or of a kind specified, in the declaration to be an officer of the enforcement agency for the purposes of the TIA Act. This is consequential upon Item 4 of Part 1 of Schedule 2, which will insert the new definition of ‘enforcement agency’ in section 176A into the TIA Act.
239. Under Chapter 4 of the TIA Act, only authorised officers of an enforcement agency can request telecommunications data from a carrier. Officers must consider the privacy impacts of the disclosure or use of telecommunications information before making an authorisation and must also be satisfied that the disclosure is reasonably necessary for the enforcement of a relevant law. Section 183 of the TIA Act requires that authorisations must be in a prescribed form and comply with any requirements made by the CAC, a statutory position within the Attorney-General’s Department currently filled by the First Assistant Secretary, National Security Law and Policy Division. These requirements are set out in the *Telecommunications (Interception and Access) (Authorisations, Notifications and Revocations) Determination 2012.*

**Items 9 and 10—Section 107G**

240. Section 107G of the TIA Act is an outline to Part 3-1A of the TIA Act which is about preserving stored communications. Item 9 will remove references to ‘an enforcement agency or the Organisation’ in section 107G and substitute references to ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency, or the Organisation’. Item 10 will remove references to ‘an interception agency or the Organisation’ in section 107G and substitute references to a ‘criminal law-enforcement agency that is an interception agency, or the Organisation’.

241. Items 9 and 10 are consequential to Item 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 2, which will insert the new definition of ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ in section 110A into the TIA Act.

**Item 11—Subsection 107J(1) (heading)**

242. Section 107J of the TIA Act contains the heading ‘Notices given by enforcement agencies or interception agencies’.

243. Item 11 will repeal this heading and substitute the heading ‘Notices given by criminal law-enforcement agencies.’

244. Item 11 is consequential to Item 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 2 which will delete the reference to ‘an enforcement agency’ in subsection 110(1) of the TIA Act.

**Item 12—Paragraphs 107L(2)(a), 107M(1)(a), (2)(a) and (3)(a)**

245. Sections 107L and 107M provide arrangements for revoking domestic preservation notices and who may give or revoke domestic preservation notices. Item 12 will repeal all references in those provisions to the term ‘enforcement agency’ and substitute references to ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency’.

246. Item 12 is consequential upon Item 2 of Part 1 of this Schedule which deletes the reference to ‘an enforcement agency’ in subsection 110(1).

**Item 13—Part 3-3 (heading)**

247. Part 3-3 is headed ‘Access by enforcement agencies to stored communications’.

248. Item 13 will delete this heading and substitute ‘Part 3-3—Access by criminal law-enforcement agencies to stored communications. Item 13 is consequential to Item 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 2 which will delete the reference to ‘an enforcement agency’ and substitute ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency’ in subsection 110(1) of the TIA Act.
Item 14—Section 110 (heading)

249. Section 110 of the TIA Act is headed ‘110 Enforcement agencies may apply for stored communication warrants’. Item 14 will repeal this heading and substitute the heading ‘110 Criminal law-enforcement agencies may apply for stored communications warrants’. Item 14 is consequential to Item 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 2 which will delete the reference to ‘an enforcement agency’ and substitute ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency’ in subsection 110(1) of the TIA Act.

Items 15-33, 35-36, 38-39, 41-47—omit references to ‘enforcement agency’ and ‘an enforcement agency’ and substitute references to ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ and ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency’

250. These items will delete references to ‘enforcement agency’ and ‘an enforcement agency’s’ as they appear in Chapter 3 of the TIA Act and substitute them with references to ‘criminal law-enforcement agency’ and ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency’s’.

251. These items are consequential to the amendments made by Item 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 2, which will delete the reference to ‘an enforcement agency’ and substitute ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency’ in subsection 110(1) of the TIA Act.

Item 34—Section 130 (heading)

252. Section 130 of the TIA Act is headed ‘Evidentiary certificates relating to actions by criminal law-enforcement agencies’. Item 34 will repeal this heading and substitute the heading ‘130 Evidentiary certificates relating to actions by criminal law-enforcement agencies’.

253. Item 34 is consequential to Item 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 2 which deletes the reference to ‘an enforcement agency’ and substitutes ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency’ in subsection 110(1) of the TIA Act.

Item 37—Subsection 135(1) (heading)

254. Subsection 135(1) of the TIA Act is headed ‘Communicating information to the appropriate enforcement agency’. Item 37 will repeal this heading and substitute the heading ‘Communicating information to the appropriate criminal law-enforcement agency’.

255. This amendment is consequential to Item 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 2 which deletes the reference to ‘an enforcement agency’ and substitutes ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency’ in subsection 110(1) of the TIA Act.

Item 40—Section 138 (heading)

256. Section 138 of the TIA Act is headed ‘Employee of carrier may communicate information to the enforcement agency’. Item 40 will repeal this heading and substitute the heading ‘138 Employee of carrier may communicated information to the criminal law-enforcement agency’.
Item 37 is consequential to Item 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 2 which deletes the references to ‘an enforcement agency’ and substitutes ‘a criminal law-enforcement agency’ in subsection 110(1) of the TIA Act.

**Part 3—Application Provisions**

**Item 48—Existing domestic preservation notices**

Item 48 is a transitional provision that will provide that existing domestic preservation notices will continue to be in force after the commencement of Schedule 2, even if the authority or body that gave the notice is not able to give a notice under the TIA Act as amended, because it is not a criminal law-enforcement agency. This provision will allow agencies to rely on notices already issued and will ensure that carriers do not unlawfully access stored communications.

**Item 49—Existing stored communications warrants**

Item 49 is a transitional provision that will provide that existing stored communications warrants will continue to be in force after the commencement of Schedule 2, even if the authority or body that obtained the warrant is not able to obtain the warrant under the TIA Act as amended, because it is not a criminal law enforcement agency. This provision will allow agencies to rely on warrants already issued and will ensure that carriers do not unlawfully access stored communications.

**Item 50—Existing authorisations**

Item 50 is an application provision that will provide that existing authorisations will continue to be in force after the commencement of Schedule 2, even if the authority or body that made the authorisations is not able to make authorisations under the TIA Act as amended, because it is no longer an enforcement agency.

This provision will allow agencies to rely on authorisations already issued and will ensure that carriers do not unlawfully disclose information or documents the disclosure of which would otherwise be prohibited under section 276, 277 or 278 of the Telecommunications Act 1997.

**Item 51—Evidentiary certificates**

Subitem (1) will provide that an evidentiary certificate issued by an authority or body under section 107U or 130 of the TIA Act continues to be in force even if on the commencement of Schedule 2 the authority or body ceases to be a criminal law-enforcement agency.

Subitem (2) will provide that an evidentiary certificate issued by an authority or body under section 185C of the TIA Act will continue to be in force even if on the commencement of Schedule 2 the authority or body ceases to be an enforcement agency.

Subitem (3) will provide that an authority or body that ceases to be a criminal law-enforcement agency upon the commencement of Schedule 2 will be able to issue evidentiary certificates under section 107U or 130 of the TIA Act with respect to anything done before the commencement of Schedule 2.
265. Subitem (4) will provide that an authority or body that ceases to be an enforcement agency upon the commencement of Schedule 2 will be able to issue evidentiary certificates under section 107U or 130 of the TIA Act with respect to anything done before the commencement of Schedule 2.

266. Item 51 is an application provision which will ensure that evidentiary certificates do not become invalid upon the commencement of this Act. Evidentiary certificates are received as evidence of facts in prosecutions and civil penalty court proceedings and the amendments contained in this item will ensure that court proceedings are not adversely impacted by a change in an authority or body’s status when this Act commences.
SCHEDULE 3—OVERSIGHT BY THE COMMONWEALTH OMBUDSMAN

Overview of measures

267. Schedule 3 will amend the TIA Act by inserting new obligations to keep records in relation to the access of stored communications and telecommunications data. The Bill will insert a new Chapter 4A to implement a comprehensive record-keeping, inspection and oversight regime in relation to:

- the issue of preservation notices by criminal law-enforcement agencies
- the access to, and dealing with, stored communications by criminal law-enforcement agencies, and
- the access to, and dealing with, telecommunications data by criminal law-enforcement agencies and enforcement agencies.

268. The new record-keeping regime will require all Commonwealth, State and Territory enforcement agencies to keep prescribed information and documents necessary to demonstrate that they have exercised their powers under Chapters 3 and 4 in accordance with their statutory obligations under the TIA Act. The specificity of the oversight provisions is intended to provide sufficient clarity to enable agencies to be properly versed as to what the Ombudsman would require to be kept and made available at inspections.

269. The new inspection and oversight regime will then require the Ombudsman to inspect and oversee the records of Commonwealth, State and Territory agencies in order to assess compliance against the exercise of their powers under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act.

270. Currently, the TIA Act does not provide for independent oversight for the use of, and access to, telecommunications data by enforcement agencies. Under the TIA Act, the Ombudsman has limited audit functions to assess the compliance by agencies with record keeping and record destruction obligations in relation to the issue of preservation notices and access to stored communications. While carrying out such an audit, other compliance issues may come to the Ombudsman’s attention, but these would not expressly fall within the Ombudsman’s existing inspection remit under the TIA Act. While the Ombudsman is empowered to report on these additional compliance issues (by virtue of the existing ‘incidental or conducive to performance’ of functions provision in section 152), the extent of the Ombudsman’s power is not clearly delineated.

271. The IGIS currently inspects and reports on access to telecommunications data by ASIO, under the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1986.

272. The proposed oversight regime will be similar to the existing Ombudsman oversight model contained in Part 6 of the Surveillance Devices Act 2004 (SD Act), and will enable comprehensive assessment of agency compliance with all of an enforcement agency’s (or a criminal law-enforcement agency’s) obligations under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act, including access to and use of telecommunications data, which can be accessed on a historical basis (sections 178, 178A, 179) and on a prospective (or near-real time) basis (section 180). Oversight of this category of data would, by extension, capture the set of
telecommunications data that service providers will be required to retain under proposed subsection 187A of the Act.

273. The proposed provisions relating to the powers, scope and reporting obligations of the oversight role are intended to enable the Ombudsman to provide public assurance and to enhance levels of transparency and public accountability. These provisions would also align with other oversight roles performed by the Ombudsman, such as those performed under the SD Act and Part IAB of the *Crimes Act 1914*.

274. Part 1 of this Schedule contains the main amendments to Chapters 3 and 4, as well as minor and consequential amendments to Chapters 1 and 2. These main amendments will introduce new record-keeping obligations for criminal law-enforcement agencies and enforcement agencies, and will establish a comprehensive oversight regime administered by the Ombudsman for such agencies accessing stored communications and telecommunications data.

275. Part 2 of this Schedule provides for how the amendments contained in Schedule 3 apply upon their commencement.

**PART 1—AMENDMENTS**

*Telecommunications (Interception and Access) Act 1979*

**Item 1—Subsection 5C(1)**

276. Item 1 will amend section 5C of the TIA Act, which defines when information or a question is relevant to an inspection by the Ombudsman. The clause will delete the reference to ‘Part 3-5’ in subsection 5C(1) of the TIA Act and substitute a reference to new Chapter 4A of the TIA Act.

277. This is a technical amendment to ensure that the definition of when information is relevant to an Ombudsman inspection refers to the provisions of the Act which pertain to Ombudsman oversight, which will be contained in Chapter 4A.

**Item 2—At the end of section 87**

278. Section 87 of the TIA Act sets out the powers the Ombudsman has to obtain relevant information, in documentary or oral form, in relation to an Ombudsman inspection of the use of interception powers by Commonwealth agencies in circumstances where the Ombudsman has reason to believe that an officer of an agency is able to give information relevant to an inspection under Part 2-7 and relating to that agency’s records.

279. This item will insert a new subsection 87(6) into the TIA Act that would make it a criminal offence for a person to refuse to attend, give information or answer questions in relation to such an inspection.

280. The penalty for an offence against proposed subsection 87(6) will be six months imprisonment.

281. Proposed subsection 87(6) will mirror proposed subsection 186C(3) (applicable to stored communications and telecommunications data) in terms of the form of the offence and
the applicable penalty. It is also broadly consistent with similar provisions under the Surveillance Devices Act 2004 (section 56) and the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1986 (section 18). The proposed offence provision will only be enlivened in relation to officials of law enforcement agencies. Such officials hold positions of public trust and exercise intrusive and covert powers under the TIA Act. Accordingly, public confidence in the justice system requires that officials are held to a higher standard of conduct, particularly because there are fewer avenues to identify misconduct or systemic non-compliance in the telecommunications interception environment due to its covert nature.

**Item 3—Section 134**

282. This item will amend section 134 of the TIA Act, which sets out when a person may deal in preservation notice information or stored communications warrant information.

283. The amendment will provide that a person may deal in such information for the purposes of new Chapter 4A of the TIA Act (Oversight by the Commonwealth Ombudsman). The purpose of this provision would be to clarify that dealing with preservation notice information and stored communications information will be permitted if it is for the purposes of an Ombudsman inspection under new Chapter 4A of the TIA Act.

**Item 4—Part 3-5 (heading)**

284. This item will repeal the heading to Part 3-5 (‘Keeping and inspection of preservation notices and access records’) and substitute a new heading (‘Keeping and inspection of records’). The new heading is a technical amendment to reflect the amendments to Part 3-5 in the Bill. While the current Part 3-5 of the Act contains both record keeping obligations on agencies and an inspection regime by the Ombudsman, the amended Part 3-5 of the Act will be limited to placing inspection obligations on criminal-law enforcement agencies (although section 158A of the TIA Act will remain). The change in the heading to Part 3-5 will reflect this extended remit.

**Item 5—New section 151 of Division 1 of Part 3-5: Obligation to keep records**

285. This item would repeal Divisions 1 and 2 of Part 3-5 and substitute a new Division 1 of Part 3-5.

286. Division 1 of Part 3-5 currently describes the records that enforcement agencies must keep in relation to their use of preservation notices and the use of powers to access stored communications.

287. Division 2 of Part 3-5 currently sets out a regime for inspection of record keeping by enforcement agencies relating to preservation notices and access to stored communications.

288. Repealing Divisions 1 and 2 and substituting new Division 1 is necessary so that auditing of stored communications can be undertaken in a manner consistent with the proposed approach to the oversight of other powers exercisable under Chapter 4 of the TIA Act.

289. Section 151 will comprehensively set out the information or documents that a criminal law-enforcement agency must retain to enable the Ombudsman to inspect the agency’s records to determine the extent of its compliance with Chapter 3 of the TIA Act.
Chapter 3 of the Act relates to the issue of preservation notices and the access to and dealing with stored communications.

290. The purpose of section 151 is to ensure that agencies retain the records that the Ombudsman will require in order to carry out his or her inspection functions under proposed new Chapter 4A of the TIA Act.

291. An agency will be able to meet the requirements of section 151 by retaining either the original or a copy of the relevant document.

292. Subsection 151(2) will provide that the Minister may, by legislative instrument, prescribe kinds of documents and other materials that the chief officer of a criminal law-enforcement agency must cause to be kept in the agency’s records. The requirement for additional records to evidence compliance will be prospective. Further prescription of documents by legislative instrument will enable the record keeping list for the purpose of compliance assessment to expand over time if it is deemed additional record keeping requirements are required to enable the Ombudsman to determine agencies’ compliance.

293. Subsection 151(3) will specify how long agencies must retain records for compliance inspection purposes. This provision would require agencies to retain the records referred to in subsection 151(1) and any documents or other materials prescribed under subsection 151(2) for a maximum of 3 years from when the document or record came into existence (subparagraph 151(3)(b)(i)) or until the Ombudsman gives a report to the Minister under section 186J that is about records that include that particular record (subparagraph 151(3)(b)(ii)), whichever happens earlier. Requiring agencies to keep records until the Ombudsman has made findings on, and made reports in relation to those records, would functionally meet the Ombudsman’s requirements for when they would no longer require the records for inspection purposes. The proposed maximum retention period of three years is consistent with the period currently contained in section 185 of the TIA Act for the retention of data authorisations made under Divisions 4 and 4A of Part 4-1. The proposed approach would also avoid imposition of arbitrary and discordant retention timeframes on agencies across record types.

Item 6—New section 186A: Obligation to keep records

294. Proposed new section 186A would set out the information or documents that an enforcement agency must retain to ensure that the Ombudsman is able to inspect the agency’s records to determine the extent of the agency’s compliance with Chapter 4 of the TIA Act. Chapter 4 of the Act relates to the access to and dealing with telecommunications data by enforcement agencies.

295. An agency can meet the requirements of section 186A by retaining either the original or a copy of the relevant document.

296. Proposed subsection 186A(2) will allow the Minister to prescribe kinds of documents and other materials that a criminal law-enforcement agency must keep in addition to those specified under subsection 186A(1). This will be a legislative instrument for the purposes of the Legislative Instruments Act 2003. Subsection 186A(2) will operate in conjunction with new paragraph 186A(1)(j) of the TIA Act, which will require criminal law-enforcement agencies to retain such records.
The purpose of subsection 186A(2) and related paragraph 186A(1)(j) will be to require new classes of documentation to be kept in future as the new inspection regime develops. It will also accommodate the addition of new types of documents to be retained if the powers and functions of relevant agencies and the Ombudsman change.

Subsection 186A(3) will specify how long agencies must retain records for compliance inspection purposes. This provision would require agencies to retain the records referred to in paragraphs 186A(1)(a)-(i) or other materials prescribed under subsection 186A(2) for a maximum of 3 years from when the document or record came into existence (paragraph 186A(3)(b)(i)) or when the Ombudsman gives a report to the Minister under section 186J that is about records that include that particular record (paragraph 186A(3)(b)(ii)), whichever happens earlier. Requiring agencies to keep records until the Ombudsman has made findings on, and made reports in relation to those records, would functionally meet the Ombudsman’s requirements for when they would no longer require the records for inspection purposes. The proposed maximum of three years is consistent with the period currently contained in section 185 of the TIA Act for the retention of data authorisations made under Divisions 4 and 4A of Part 4-1. However, the retention period referred to in subsection 186A(3) will not affect the operation of the retention period section 185, which will still apply.

Item 7—Chapter 4A: Oversight by the Commonwealth Ombudsman

Item 7 inserts new Chapter 4A before Chapter 5 of the TIA Act. Chapter 4A sets out a new oversight regime for the Commonwealth Ombudsman.

New section 186B—Inspection of records

Section 186B will establish an inspection regime to enable the Ombudsman to inspect the records kept by enforcement agencies associated with use of, and access to, telecommunications data and stored communications. New sections 151 and 186A will facilitate this inspection regime by requiring agencies to keep such records. The role of the Ombudsman will be to determine whether an agency is compliant with its obligations relating to the issue of preservation notices and access to stored communications under Chapter 3, and access to telecommunications data under Chapter 4 of the TIA Act.

New subsection 186B(1) is not intended to require the Ombudsman, nor to give the Ombudsman the power to, inspect, review or report on whether an issuing authority ought to have issued a stored communications warrant under section 116 of the Act.

New paragraph 186B(1)(a) will require the Ombudsman to inspect the records of enforcement agencies to determine the extent of their compliance with the exercise of statutory powers associated with telecommunications data access set out in Chapter 4 of the TIA Act.

Access to telecommunications data by enforcement agencies has the potential to impact on the privacy of persons whose data is being accessed. A comprehensive oversight regime for telecommunications data will assist in ensuring that access to, and the use and disclosure of telecommunications data by enforcement agencies, including retained data, under Chapter 4 of the TIA Act, is subject to independent compliance assessment. It will also serve to provide an important level of public accountability and scrutiny of agency practices.
by virtue of the Ombudsman public reporting regime proposed to be implemented in Chapter 4A.

304. New paragraph 186B(1)(b) would require the Ombudsman to inspect the records of criminal law-enforcement agencies to determine the extent of their compliance with the requirements set out in Chapter 3 of the TIA Act in relation to the issue of preservation notices and the access to and dealing with stored communications. It also requires the Ombudsman to inspect records of an enforcement agency to determine the extent of compliance with Chapter 4 by the agency and its officers.

305. Tailored oversight provisions in relation to the use by agencies of preservation notices and their access to and dealing with stored communications are important inclusions in the Bill because:

- the use of preservation notices by criminal law-enforcement agencies potentially impacts on individual privacy, in that agencies can use such notices to ensure that carriers and carriage service providers preserve the private stored communications of persons where the agency intends to later apply to for a stored communications warrant to access those communications in connection with the investigation of a serious contravention, and

- the access to and dealing with stored communications by criminal law-enforcement agencies also potentially impacts on individual privacy. As such, it is important that access to, and dealing with, such communications occurs only as permitted under the TIA Act.

306. The purpose of an Ombudsman oversight regime in relation to preservation notices and stored communications is to ensure, from a public accountability perspective, that criminal law-enforcement agencies only use such powers strictly in accordance with the statutory requirements under Chapter 3 of the TIA Act. The oversight regime is also intended to reassure the public that agencies are exercising these covert and intrusive powers in accordance with the law.

307. Proposed subsection 186B(2) will provide that the Ombudsman, for the purpose of an investigation under subsection 186B(2), can enter premises occupied by an agency at any reasonable time after notifying the chief officer of the agency. The Ombudsman is then entitled to full and unimpeded access at all reasonable times to all records of the agency that are relevant to their inspection. The Ombudsman will be entitled to make copies of, and take extracts from, the agency’s records where relevant to the investigation. The provision will also give the Ombudsman the power to require a member of staff of the agency to provide any information relevant to the inspection that is in their possession or to which the staff member has access.

308. The purpose of new subsection 186B(2) is to ensure the Ombudsman has sufficient powers to carry out its inspection functions under Chapter 4A in relation to agencies.

309. Under subsection 186B(2), the Ombudsman will not be not restricted in the frequency with which the Ombudsman may inspect the records of an agency. For example, the Ombudsman could choose inspection cycles of twelve months, six months, three months or some other period to inspect the records of any particular agency. This flexibility is intended to cater for the significant differences in the size, structure, functions, and internal systems and procedures of the various criminal law-enforcement agencies, the variable nature and
flow of investigations and to ensure the new inspection regime is sufficiently responsive to differing contingencies encountered during an inspection. Depending on the circumstances, this may necessitate other adaptive approaches, including, for example, staged or rolling inspection programs, a quarter-sized inspection four times a year, or inspecting different field offices at different time if that was more convenient for the agency from an operational perspective or logistically more feasible. The current stored communications inspection regime under the TIA Act and the regime under the SD Act do not cap the number of inspections, and proposed section 186B is consistent with those existing statutory frameworks.

310. Subsection 186B(3) will require the Ombudsman to give the chief officer of an enforcement agency reasonable notice of an inspection under subsection 186B(2).

311. Subsection 186B(4) will require the chief officer of an agency to ensure that his or her staff provide the Ombudsman with any assistance that the Ombudsman reasonably requires to enable the Ombudsman to perform its functions under new section 186B. The purpose of proposed subsection 186B(4) is to ensure that agency staff provide reasonable cooperation to the Ombudsman in relation to the Ombudsman carrying out his or her statutory inspection functions.

312. Subsection 186B(5) will provide that subsection 186B(1) does not require the Ombudsman to inspect all of the information or documents which could conceivably come under the auspices of paragraphs 186B(1)(a) and (b). As proposed subsection 186B(1) provides that the Ombudsman ‘must’ inspect the records of an agency to determine the extent of compliance by the agency with Chapter 3 or Chapter 4 of the TIA Act, proposed subsection 186B(5) serves as an avoidance of doubt clause to qualify the directive obligation set out in proposed section 186B(1). The purpose of this subsection would be to make it clear that the Ombudsman can use any appropriate inspection methodology (for example, sampling as indicative of compliance across a particular record field, or focusing the majority of the Ombudsman’s attention on areas considered to be higher risk). The subsection is also intended to clarify that the Ombudsman will have the discretion to inspect records it considers to be appropriate in fulfilling its inspection functions under new Chapter 4A, and is not required to inspect every record held by an agency.

313. In addition, subsection 186B(5) is not intended to impact upon, or result in a diminution of, the Ombudsman’s inspection function under subsection 186B(1).

314. Subsection 186B(6) will provide that the Ombudsman may choose to refrain from inspecting records of an agency that concern the obtaining or the execution of a stored communications warrant or telecommunications data authorisation while an ongoing operation is being conducted in relation to that warrant or authorisation.

315. The purpose of subsection 186B(6) will be to ensure that inspections will not interfere with the progress of a current operation. This provision is intended to avoid inspections occurring at an intermediary juncture when operations being conducted under a stored communications warrant or an authorisation under Division 3, 4 or 4A of Part 4-1 of the TIA Act are actively being progressed. Inspecting records at these times could potentially hamper the conduct of proceedings or impede the progress of investigations. Further, the inspection results may be improperly calibrated because they would measure compliance
before critical events have occurred in respect of the issuing, or execution of a warrant or may occur during the course of obtaining an emergency or tracking device authorisation.

**New section 186C—Power to obtain relevant information**

316. Proposed section 186C will empower the Ombudsman to require an officer of an enforcement agency to provide information to the Ombudsman in writing, signed by the officer, at a specified place and within a specified period of time where the Ombudsman has reason to believe that the officer is able to give the information required.

317. The purpose of section 186C will be to ensure that the Ombudsman has sufficient power to carry out the Ombudsman’s inspection functions under new Chapter 4A and can acquire supplementary information where necessary to effectively conduct an investigation, including by requiring officers of an agency to attend and answer relevant questions.

318. Under paragraph 186C(1)(a), if the Ombudsman knows the officer’s identity, the Ombudsman must write to the officer in order to require the officer to provide the written information and/or attend to answer questions.

319. Paragraph 186C(1)(b) will apply when the Ombudsman does not know the identity of the relevant officer in an agency. In these circumstances, the provision will authorise the Ombudsman to write to the chief officer of an enforcement agency to require them, or a person nominated by the chief officer, to answer questions relevant to the inspection before a specified inspecting officer, at a specified place and within a specified period, or at a particular time on a particular day, which is reasonable having regard to the circumstances.

320. Subsection 186C(2) will provide that the Ombudsman must specify a place and time for an officer to attend as required under subsection 186C(1). The place and time nominated must be reasonable in the circumstances.

321. Subsection 186C(3) will establish an offence where a person refuses to attend before a person, give information or answer questions when required to do so under section 186C. The maximum penalty for the offence will be imprisonment for six months.

322. The purpose of an offence provision under subsection 186C(3) will be to ensure that agency officers do not hinder the Ombudsman inspection functions under Chapter 4A of the TIA Act by unreasonably refusing to attend, give information or answer questions as required. It is also broadly consistent with similar provisions under the *Surveillance Devices Act 2004* (section 56) and the *Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1986* (section 18). The proposed offence provision will only be enlivened in relation to officials of law enforcement agencies. Such officials hold positions of public trust and exercise intrusive and covert powers under the TIA Act. Accordingly, public confidence in the justice system requires that officials are held to a higher standard of conduct, particularly because there are fewer avenues to identify misconduct or systemic non-compliance in the telecommunications interception environment due to its covert nature.

**New section 186D—Ombudsman to be given information and access despite other laws**

323. Section 186D will provide that a person is to be given information and access to documents despite other laws, including the law of any State or Territory. The purpose of this provision is to ensure that the Ombudsman is able to obtain all the information and
documents required to carry out the Ombudsman’s inspection functions under the TIA Act, and that agency officers are not prevented by other laws from providing necessary information or assistance.

324. Subsection 186D(1) will provide that a person is not excused from giving information, answering a question or giving access to a document (disclosing information), as required under Chapter 4A (oversight by the Commonwealth Ombudsman) of the TIA Act, despite other matters which may otherwise bar the giving of that information.

325. These matters are listed at paragraphs 186D(1)(a) to (c) and are that disclosure of the information would be: a contravention of a law (including the law of any State or Territory); contrary to the public interest, or might tend to incriminate the person or make the person liable to a penalty.

326. Paragraph 186D(1)(c) will abrogate the privileges against self-incrimination or self-exposure to a civil or administrative penalty (hereinafter referred to together as ‘self-incrimination’) in relation to the disclosure of information required under Chapter 4A.

327. Subsection 186D(2) will however provide that the disclosed information cannot be used as evidence against the person who disclosed that information, whether directly or indirectly (a ‘use immunity’ and ‘derivative use’ immunity). The use and derivative use immunity does not apply to prosecutions for offences against sections 133, 181A, 181B and 182 of the TIA Act or Part 7.4 or 7.7 of the Criminal Code.

328. Section 133 of the TIA Act creates an offence of unlawful dealing in accessed stored communications under Chapter 3, Part 3-4, Division 1 of the TIA Act. Sections 181A, 181 and 182 create offences for unlawful dealing in telecommunications data authorisation information or unlawful secondary disclosure of accessed telecommunications data under Chapter 4, Part 4-1, Division 6 of the TIA Act. Parts 7.4 (false or misleading statements) and Part 7.7 (forgery and related offences) of the Criminal Code create offences relating to hindering, obstructing, intimidating or resisting a public official in the performance of their functions.

329. The use and derivative use immunity will not prevent the admission of disclosed information as evidence against a person other than the person who disclosed the information.

330. The immunity is an important human right. However, the public interest in abrogating the privilege outweighs the interest in maintaining the privilege. First, the powers to access stored communications and telecommunications data are intrusive and covert powers, the unlawful use or disclosure of which could potentially result in significant harms to individuals, including a significant intrusion on their privacy. There is, therefore, a strong public interest in the Ombudsman, being the relevant oversight body for these powers, to be able to compel an officer of an enforcement agency to reveal information that might indicate that stored communications or telecommunications data have been unlawfully used or disclosed, even if doing so would show that the person had committed an offence, or might be liable to a penalty.

331. Second, the integrity of the stored communications and telecommunications data regimes, and public confidence therein, are important in their own right. The powers afforded to agencies under these regimes are key investigative tools for a range of serious criminal offences, the investigation of which are manifestly in the public interest. Officers exercising
these powers are afforded a high degree of public trust, given their intrusive and covert nature. A serious breach of the integrity of the regime, and/or a loss of confidence therein (including a loss of confidence based on a perception of a lack of integrity, rather than any actual lack) would create a serious risk that these powers would be fettered or removed, to the detriment of agencies’ investigative capabilities. It is, therefore, important that the Ombudsman have the power to compel an officer of an enforcement agency to reveal information that might indicate that stored communications or telecommunications data have been unlawfully used or disclosed, and to be seen to have such a power, even if doing so would show that the person had committed an offence, or might be liable to a penalty.

332. Third, the abrogation of the privilege occurs within the context of a regulatory regime, and applies only to people who are voluntarily subject to that regime, being in all cases people who have chosen to be officers of enforcement agencies and, in most cases, officers who have chosen to be involved in, or in relation to the exercise of these powers under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act.

333. The harm to individual rights is minimised by the provision of a use and derivative use immunity. The immunity is however limited, and does not apply to proceedings for specific offences, prosecutions and civil penalties under the TIA Act and certain Criminal Code offences.

334. The regime contained in Chapter 4A will strengthen oversight and accountability of agency access to stored communications and telecommunications data. The benefit to the public of an effective oversight regime is high, given the privacy sensitive nature of this information. The disclosure of information to the Commonwealth Ombudsman, and the ability to prosecute a person involved in wrongdoing under the TIA Act, forms a core part of the inspection and oversight functions of the Ombudsman. This function would be significantly impaired if persons were excused from providing self-incriminating information, or if that information could not be used as evidence in TIA Act proceedings.

335. Other laws do not prevent the disclosure of information for the purposes of an inspection. Subsections 186D (3) and (4) will provide that the unlawful disclosure provisions in sections 133, 181A, 181B or 182 of the TIA Act or in any other law will prevent the disclosure of information to an inspecting officer of the Commonwealth Ombudsman for the purposes of an inspection under the oversight provisions contained in new Chapter 4A.

336. The purpose of provisions such as those in sections 133, 181A, 181B or 182 of the TIA Act is to protect the privacy of impact on persons whose information was accessed under the TIA Act. Given the purpose of the oversight regime in ensuring that agencies access this privacy sensitive information in a lawful manner, it is appropriate that the requirement to disclose information to the Ombudsman under section 186D overrides any other laws that prevent the disclosure of that information.

337. Subsection 186D(3) will provide that nothing in sections 133, 181A, 181B or 182 of the TIA Act or any other law prevents an officer of an enforcement agency from providing information to an inspecting officer in any form or from providing access to records of the enforcement agency for the purposes of an inspection under new Chapter 4A.

338. Subsection 186D(4) will also provide that nothing in sections 133, 181A, 181B, 182 of the TIA Act or any other law, prevents an officer of an enforcement agency from making a
record of information, or causing such a record to be made for the purposes of giving the information to a person as permitted by subsection 186D(3).

New section 186E—Application of Ombudsman Act

339. Section 186E will set out the interaction of the Ombudsman Act 1976 (Cth) (Ombudsman Act) with the new Ombudsman oversight regime in Chapter 4A of the TIA Act. The purpose of this provision is to ensure that the specific powers and duties of the Ombudsman in new Chapter 4A interact correctly and appropriately with the general powers and duties of the Ombudsman in the Ombudsman Act.

340. Subsection 186E(1) will provide that section 11A of Ombudsman Act, regarding the power of the Federal Court of Australia to determine matters concerning the Ombudsman’s powers, does not apply to the proposed exercise of a power or function by the Ombudsman under new Chapter 4A.

341. Subsection 186E(2) will provide that section 19 of the Ombudsman Act, regarding annual reporting to Parliament, does not apply to any act or omission of an Ombudsman inspecting officer under new Chapter 4A.

342. Subsection 186E(3) will provide that, subject to section 186D (which provides that the Ombudsman is to be given information and access despite other laws), sections 35(2), (3), (4) and (8) of the Ombudsman Act (regarding the preservation of confidentiality of inspecting officers) apply for the purposes of new Chapter 4A.

New section 186F—Exchange of information between Ombudsman and State inspecting authorities

343. Section 186F will allow the Ombudsman to develop more effective and consistent inspection arrangements with State and Territory inspection authorities, including State or Territory Ombudsmen. The purpose of new section 186F is to ensure that the Ombudsman and State and Territory inspecting authorities (including State and Territory Ombudsmen) can exchange information with each other that is relevant to their inspection functions.

344. Subsection 186F(1) will enable the Ombudsman to give information that relates to an authority of a State or Territory, which was obtained by the Ombudsman under the TIA Act, to the inspecting authority in relation to the agency in the relevant State or Territory.

345. Subsection 186F(2) will qualify subsection 186F(1) by providing that the information can only be passed where the Ombudsman believes the information is necessary for the inspecting authority to perform its functions in relation to the State or Territory agency.

346. Subsection 186F(3) will also provide that the Ombudsman can receive from an inspecting authority information relevant to the performance of the Ombudsman’s functions under the TIA Act.

New section 186G—Delegation by Ombudsman

347. Section 186G will provide for the Ombudsman’s powers of delegation. The purpose of this provision is to ensure that members of the staff of the Ombudsman office can perform the functions of the Ombudsman as required. It is envisaged that the functions of the
Ombudsman would be carried out by members of the Ombudsman’s staff under a *Carltona* type delegation. *Carltona* delegates would act in the name of the delegate—the Ombudsman. The delegation provisions would not preclude the Ombudsman from making an ordinary statutory delegation of powers.

348. Subsection 186G(1) will provide that the Ombudsman may delegate the Ombudsman’s powers under Chapter 4A to an Australian Public Service (APS) employee responsible to the Ombudsman (which may include, for example, an employee of another APS agencies seconded to the Ombudsman’s office) or an employee of a State or Territory oversight body that has similar oversight functions to the Commonwealth Ombudsman.

349. Subsection 186G(1) will also provide that the Ombudsman does not have the power to delegate the power to report to the Minister as set out in proposed section 186J. In addition, the Ombudsman’s power to delegate would not include the power of delegation set out in proposed subsection 186G(1).

350. A delegation by the Ombudsman under subsection 186G(1) will not prevent the exercise of that power by the Ombudsman.

351. Subsection 186G(2) will provide that a delegate must produce, upon the request of any person affected by an exercise of power under a delegation under s186G(1), the instrument to the person (or a copy of the instrument). It will be possible for the delegate to satisfy this requirement by producing an electronic copy of the delegation.

**New section 186H—Ombudsman not to be sued**

352. Proposed section 186H will give immunity from suit to the Ombudsman, an inspecting officer or a person acting under an inspecting officer’s authority, for an act or omission made in good faith in the performance of the Ombudsman’s inspection functions under new Chapter 4A.

353. The purpose of section 186H will be to ensure that the Ombudsman and the Ombudsman’s staff are able to perform their inspection functions under new Chapter 4A without being impeded by the possibility of legal action. However, this immunity will only apply if the inspection functions are being carried out in good faith.

**New section 186J—Reports**

354. Section 186J will implement a new public reporting regime in relation to the Ombudsman’s oversight functions set out under s186B. The Ombudsman will be required to report on the results of its oversight functions relating to compliance by agencies generally with the requirements of Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act relating to issue of preservation notices, access to stored communications and access to telecommunications data.

355. One of the purposes of section 186J is to ensure that the Ombudsman is able to make public the results of its inspections under new Chapter 4A. Public reporting by the Ombudsman is a key element in providing public accountability and transparency in relation to the use by agencies of their powers under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act. It is also designed to reassure the public that agencies are using their powers under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act lawfully and appropriately.
356. Subsection 186J(1) will provide that the Ombudsman must provide a written report to the Minister containing the results of the inspections undertaken under new section 186B of the TIA Act.

357. Subsection 186J(2) will provide that the Ombudsman must give the Minister the report as soon as practicable by the end of each financial year. This gives the Ombudsman inspectors some further latitude given the wide ranging compliance assessments that need to be conducted across a range of agencies against all powers potentially exercisable under Chapters 3 and 4. An extended timeframe may be required, particularly with the introduction of the mandatory data retention regime, which may collaterally impact upon the time needed to conduct, and the complexity of, compliance assessment.

358. Subsection 186J(3) will provide that a copy of the Ombudsman’s report is to be tabled by the Minister before each House of Parliament within 15 sitting days of that House after the Minister has received the report.

359. Subsection 186J(4) will provide that the Ombudsman can report to the Minister at any time and also that the Minister may require the Ombudsman to do so. The purpose of this provision is to clarify that the Ombudsman is not restricted to providing reports to the Minister only at twelve monthly intervals. For example, the Ombudsman could choose to report more frequently in relation to a particular agency. This is consistent with the provisions in proposed section 186B which provide that the Ombudsman may inspect the records of an agency at any time.

360. Subsection 186J(4) will also clarify that the Minister can require the Ombudsman to report to the Minister on an inspection by the Ombudsman under new Chapter 4A.

361. Subsection 186J(5) will provide that the Ombudsman can include in an inspection report any suspected contravention of the TIA Act by an officer of an enforcement agency the Ombudsman has inspected. The purpose of this is to ensure that the Ombudsman has a general power to report on purported contraventions of the TIA Act that the Ombudsman discovers in relation to its inspections under Chapter 4A of the Act.

362. A suspected contravention reported by the Ombudsman does not, *ipso facto*, give rise to, or imply legal liability. In complying with this section, the Ombudsman is bound by the obligations imposed by sections 133, 181B and 182 of the TIA Act. Section 133 of the TIA Act creates an offence of unlawful dealing in accessed stored communications under Chapter 3, Part 3-4, Division 1 of the TIA Act. Sections 181B and 182 create offences for unlawful dealing in telecommunications data authorisation information or unlawful secondary disclosure of accessed telecommunications data under Chapter 4, Part 4-1, Division 6 of the TIA Act.

363. Subsection 186J(7) will provide that an Ombudsman’s report must not contain information that could endanger a person’s safety, prejudice an investigation or prosecution, or compromise an enforcement agency’s lawful activities or methods. The purpose of this provision is to ensure that the report does not contain security sensitive information or information which reveals law enforcement capability that should not be made public.

364. Subsection 186J(6) will require the Ombudsman to give a copy of a report to the chief officer of the relevant enforcement agency which is the subject of the report.
PART 2—APPLICATION PROVISIONS

365. Part 2 of Schedule 3 contains application provisions in relation to Ombudsman inspections, Ombudsman reports and the obligation by agencies to retain records for the purposes of Ombudsman inspections.

Item 8—Existing inspections by the Ombudsman

366. Item 8 is an application provision. It will provide that Ombudsman inspections in existence before the commencement of Schedule 3, but not yet completed, will be treated as Ombudsman inspections conducted as if they were being conducted under the new regime in Chapter 4A of the TIA Act. The provision will also provide that anything done under the inspection before the commencement of new Chapter 4A will be deemed to have been done under new Chapter 4A.

367. The purpose of this provision will be to ensure that existing Ombudsman inspections still in progress prior to the commencement of the new inspection regime in Chapter 4A remain valid.

Item 9—Reports

368. Item 9 is an application provision. It will apply to Ombudsman inspections under the current section 152 of the TIA Act that had been completed prior to the commencement of the new inspection regime, but which the Ombudsman had not yet reported on under current section 153 of the TIA Act. The provision will apply the reporting provisions in new section 186J to these circumstances.

369. The purpose of this item will be to ensure that the Ombudsman can still report on material for which it had completed an inspection under the current section 152, but had not yet been able to provide a report under current section 153 of the TIA Act.

Item 10—Obligation to keep records

370. Item 10 is an application provision. It would provide that the new record keeping provisions in relation to Ombudsman inspections in sections 151 and 186A do not apply to anything done before commencement of the new inspection regime in Chapter 4A of the TIA Act. The purpose of this is to clarify that agencies are not required to comply with the more detailed record keeping obligations in proposed sections 151 and 186A of the TIA Act relation to their use of powers under Chapters 3 and 4 of the TIA Act prior to the commencement of the new Ombudsman inspection regime.

371. The item will also provide that the record keeping provisions in the current 150A of the TIA Act (relating to preservation notices) and section 151 of the TIA Act (relating to stored communications access) continue to apply to anything done prior to the commencement of the new inspection regime. The purpose of this would be to ensure that enforcement agencies (as that term applied under the TIA Act prior to the commencement of this legislation) still have to comply with the record keeping provisions in current sections 150A and 151 of the TIA Act in relation to the use of powers in Chapter 3 of the TIA Act prior to the commencement of the new Ombudsman inspection regime.